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f'lf go anywhere to promote WOOD magazine, especially such fun places as the North Carolina Motor
Speedway in Rockingham, N.C.

ou, the readers of WOOD magazine, are a loyal group, that's for
sufe. You renew your subscriptions at legendarily high levels and, by
industry standards, you tend to stay
with us for a long time. The staff and
I greatly appreciate this show of support. And I want you to know that
becauseof your allegiance,we feel a
special obligation to provide you with
a maga'zineyou will look forward to
receiving issue after issue.Here's to a
long-lasting relationship between us.
A s y ou m ight i m a g i n e , b ri n g i n g
large numbers of qualiry readers like
yourself into our fold requires a lot of
effort and money. And that's part of
the cost of doing business.Thanks to
our active circulation team, we currently have a subscription base of
more than 550,000,the highest of any
woodworking magazine.Usually, they
create and mail direct-mail packages
to good prospects in hopes that some
of them will give us a rry. And a fair
number do.
Recently, though, we added a totally
new twist to getting our name out.
rVe purchased a small sponsorship for
two races on NASCAR car number 17,
the same vehicle that DeValt
Photographs: Amanda Clal'ton and l^arry Clayton

-".

Before each race, all cars are
inspected by NASCAR off icials to ensure fairness.

Industrial Tool Company under'When
writes.
I first heard about our
plan, I had no idea how prominently
our logo would be displayed. But as
you can see in the photo aboue, we
definitely got our money's worth.
Luckily,
my wife Trudy,
my
youngest daughter Amanda, and I
were on our way to South Carolina
for a week's vacation, so we stopped
by the North
Carolina Motor
Speedway in Rockingham, North
Carolina, to see what all this NASCAR
fuss is about. The whole thing can
only be described as a mega-event.
'We
were able to get up close to the
car; meet driver Matt Kenseth; and
watch the race, including pit stops,
'What
from the pit area.
a great time
we had!
At this point, I don't know exactly
how many subscribers we will be getting as a result of our sponsorship.
But I am certain that lots of you
NASCAR fans and several million television viewers saw us spreading our
good name. And there's nothing
wrong with that.al
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"Design a doghouse? Sure, nothing to
it!" At least that's what we thought
before studying the material that the
American Kennel Club sent on canine
'We
housing.
guarantee plenty of "cfeature comfofts" for youf pet for years to
come. Download the plan, DP-OOO47,
(and dozens of
others) for only
$5.95 from the
downloadable
plans section of
the
WOOD
STORITU.
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During our recent test of portable
planers (issue #720), we found the
knives on the Makita 2012 to be harder than those on the other models.
Curious, we contacted a Makita
spokesperson, who told us the knives
were made of carbide.
After a reader questioned the knife
composition, we called Ken Hefley,
president of Makita USA. Ken
informed us that carbide knives have
never been available for the 2OI2
portable planer. Carbide or not, the
Makita knives were the sharpest and
hardest in the bunch, and we stand

by our recommendations. Ken also
says Makita's new portable planer will
now be called the 2O12BN.
While we're on the subject of planers, numerous reader calls and letters
regarding the cover photograph on
issue #l2O prompt us to say "safety
first." To create a friendlier image,
we chose not to have our model
weaf eye pfotection while running
the planer. Bad choice. Even though
planers have a shield on the operator
side, eye protection should always be
worn. We pledge never to err on the
safety side again.
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The Victorian-Style Bird Feeder in
issue #7O9 was a pleasure to make.
'Whoever
came up with the design
should be commended. BLlt, as in all
projects, some little thing gets to me.
In this one it was sanding the chamfers on the roof shingles [68 in all].
I made a simple jig [shown at right]
and clamped it to my belt/disk
sander. The sanding then went much
faster, and making the shingles
became an enjoyable task.
-Vincent
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We wouldliketo hearfromyou
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reachout
Clampextensions
Your Long-reachingClamp Extensions on page 16 in
issue *ll7 looked so good that I made some for my bar
clamps right away. I photocopied your pattern several
times to use as cutting guides. While at the copier, I
made some other copies at ll5 percent to use for my
pipe clamps.
Instead of using l/2"-thick stock and cutting mortises,
though, I used two pieces of 3/<"oak, cut a shallow dado
in each, and glued them together. I reinforced the assembly with some +10 bolts and nuts. This didn't hurt their
appearunce, and they're really strong. To keep the pipe
clamp extensions from turning on the pipe before the
jaws lock, I use double-facedwoodworker's tape.
Also note that I've replaced the original handles on my
bar clamps with the shopmade handles you published
for handscrew clamps in issue *35 las shown below).
The square handles are a great improvement over commercial ones becausethey offer a firmer grip.
On another matter, I'rn no expert on refinishing or
antique furniture, but it seems to me that the article on
antique restorer Dominick Coiro in issue#116 could lead
the unwary into a trap. According to appraisers on the
PBS television program Antiques Road Sbout, replacing
the original finish should be approached with extreme
caution. They consistently tell people that refinishing an
antique could reduce its value.
-Barney

lloutard,

Sisters, Ore.

Barney, nice job on your clamps. And regarding your
refinisbing question, ute asked Dominick about your
concern for refinishing anitque furniture. Here's utbat
be said: "Tbe professional restorer must determine
utbetber the finisb on tbe piece before bim is original,
reneraed, or netD. An original finislt in good sbape
must be preserued at all cost. If tlre original finisb bas
been cornpromised, a different action may be aduised.
"TVteoriginal finisb on North American furniture is
uer y im por t an t to tb e o u e ra l l u a l u e . Houteuer,
European furniture usually bas a bigh-gloss finisb,
called a Frencb polisb. Tltis is a shellacfinisb tbat easily d,eteriorates.It is a standard practice to renera, and
sometimes refinisb, to maintain the ualue of tbe piece,"

Gelstainscan runhol
butnotcold
I enjoyed the article on stains in
issue #114. But I'd like to add
one thing about gel stains. In
wafm weathef, gel stains can
change to liquid. However, if you
chill them in the refrigerator for
a couple of hours, they'll return
to gel form.
-Henry Douglas, Brockuillc, Ont.

Fisheyefoulerfound
I read with great interest the article "What finish is that
anyway?" in issue #117. It mentions that if you know
what finish is on a piece, you can recoat it with the same
type. However, it doesn't mention "fisheye," the visual
defect that occurs because of the incompatability
between the finish being applied and silicone, a major
ingredient in many furniture polishes.
Silicone can actually penetr^te ^ finish and go into the
wood, making it almost impossible to adequately
remove. To deal with fisheye, the finish needs to be
modified with an additive I call "fisheye killer," such as
Sherwin-I/illiams'
Silicheck, so that it propedy flows
over the silicone. I spray a lot of lacquer, and treating it
with Silicheck solves the problem.
-Riclcard
Wiese, Glcnd.al.e,Wis.
According to a Sberuin-Williams'
spokesman, Silicbeck
(#V3K265)
is primarily
a lacquer additiae sold
tbrough its automotiue paint diuision. Tbe company
also sells a leueler (#V3K780) to use utitb uretbane finisbes tbat raorks tbe same.

Through-tenons
hardto clean
I spent 47 hours each constructing and finishing two
Morris chairs like the one in issue #112. I found no
errors in any of the listed dimensions. and this is a credit to the
WOODa
magazine
staff .
However, I do have a constructi on comment regar ding t he
through tenons. The part of the
tenons that extends t hr ough
were a bear to clean up of glue
after assembly and before finishing. The next time, I would
stain and finish about
3/a" of the e nds
before assem bly.
Then, the clean up
would
become
much easier.lF
-Wilkam Springlfteld"
Arden, N.C.
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TAXING ISS

lf you makesomethingof wood, then sellF"revenuelawsapplyto You

--__-__"
ealistically,we all know woodTl
a
sell
who
hobbyists
working
J(
I L piece or two each year without reporting the extra income. But
---_.
that doesn'tmakeit right, or wise.
If you seLIany of your work, You're
subject to tax laws. Ignoring those laws
\__puts you in peril should the Internal
Revenue Service or state tax officials
find out about it.
True, budget cutbacks and increasing
congressionalscrutiny have tamed IRS
agents in recent years. State auditors,
though, especiallysalestax auditors,
are more numerous and often keen on
ferreting out the underground economy in crafts. And if the state catches {
someone,it can turn that person in to
. You have made a profit from it in
the IRS.too.
three of five consecutive years.
. You operate in a businesslike manpolicy,
but...
Honestyis the best
ner (for instance, by keePing comRegardlessof who's doing the most
checking, honesty is always the best plete financial records).
. Woodworking is your major source
policy on your part. Trouble is, tax
income.
of
Rules
laws don't make honesty easy.
Sideline woodworking businesses,
surrounding enterprises like woodhowever, nrely meet all three stanworking-that frequently straddle the
dards. Yet, hobbyists still need to
line between hobby and business-can
report income from sales, less the
seemconfusing.
costs of materials that went into what
as
treated
your
woodworking
Having
they sold. But you can't deduct costs
a businessfor tax purposes has two
for running your workshoP, such as
advantages.One, you're allowed to
electricity. And it's unlikely that you'll
deduct costs for equipment and workyou
can
be able to deduct costs for equiPalso
And
two,
space.
shop
ment. If you do, you can deduct onlY
deduct any lossesfrom Your woodthe portion that exceeds two percent
working businessagainst income from
of your regular income , and You'll
your day job.
of
however,
The IRS is wary,
Part- need to keep detailed records so you
time woodworkers who try to classify deduct only for the percentage of
themselvesas businesses.If you're actu- time you used the equiPment for
business(as opposed to hobby use).
ally clearing a profit and you're not
your
woodworkwriting off the cost of
Hobby woodworking
ing equipm e n t, th i s s h o u l d n ' t b e a
has its advantages
problem. But if you've had a loss or
Remaining a hobby woodworker isn't
you're writing off equipment costs,you
bad, though, tax-wise. Consider just
could face closer scrutiny, including an
th i s: Y ou w on' t have to P aY sel frecords.
your
income-tax
of
audit
employment tax, which amounts to
about 13 percent when income
When woodworking
exceeds $400. For example, [et's say
becomesa business
you're
your
in the 28% tax bracket from
classify
tax
folks
Generally, the
your day job, sell $2,000 worth of
woodworkingas a business if:

10

furniture that you built (after deducting material expenses) and could
deduct $500 of equiPment exPenses
under business tax rules. If taxed as a
hobbyist, you'd pay $560 in income
taxes on that $2,000. If taxed as a
business,though, you'd Pay $615 in
combined income and self-emPloYment taxes. Tax forms for businesses
afe more compl ex, to o, m eaning
you'llpay more for tax preparation.

Tax-timetips to helPYou out

Whether your woodworking qualifies
as a hobby or a business for tax Purposes, here are some things You
should do:
. Ke€p records and receipts of all
income and expenses associatedwith
your woodworking activitY.
. If you think your woodworking
qualifies as a business,get form lO4OES by catling 1-800-TAXFORM,and
follow the instructions to pay quarterly estimated taxes so you aren't surprised or penalized come APril.
o Contact your state's department of
revenue for des governing state and
local salestaxes.
. Get advice from a tax preparer,
accountant, or registered agent.i
lVritten

by Jack Neff, a Batavia, Ohio, business
writer and author of Make Your'Woodworking
Pay for Itself.
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PoorManbDial'Indicator
SETS.JOII,]TERKNIVESAOOI-J
RAT=|-Y

don't need a fancy dial-indicator
2""
gauge to set the knives on your jointY
L
er; you simply want them set to the
same height as the outfeed table. So, rather
than buying an expensive gauge to do the
job, WOODa magtzine reader Jim Murphy
designed the magnetic jig shown at rigbt,
which helps align jointer knives precisely.
To make your own, start by shaping and
machining the body of the jig from lYz"
solid stock, as shown in the Parts View
drawing. Counterbore two lz"-deep holes in
the bottom and epoxy a small round magnet in each hole. OVe used a pair of Vsxl"
rare-earth magnets from Lee Valley,
800/871-8158.) Drill holes in a 1" dowel as
shown in the Hub Detail and assemble the
jig, leaving the hub loose enough to turn
without being sloppy. Cut and bend two
pieces of copper-coated welding rod or
heavy coat-hanger wire to the shapes shown, and grind the
end of the upper rod farthest from the hub to a point. Insert
the rods in the small holes in the hub.
Before you use your gauge for the first time, calibrate it as
shown in the Calibrating The Jig drawing. Now rotare the
cutterhead so one knife is at its highest point, and position
the jig on the outfeed table with the lower rod resting on
the knife. \fhen the knives are level with the outfeed table,.
the pointer will reach-but
not rise above-the zero point
on the masking tape.lF

\

EXPLODED
VIEW

11/e"
stock
Maskingtape

Epoxymagnets
intocounterbores,
flushwithbottom.

#8 x2"
panhead
wood screw

(-nn/

1/+"dowels1tl2"long
1/ro"weldingrod, bent to fit

1/4" holes 1/2" deep

CALIBRATING
T H EJ I G

Drillcounterborescentered
on bottomto fit magnets.

PARTSVIEW

(shown'
enlarged)
3/ro"hole

t2

STEP 1
Zero the gaugeon jointer
outfeedtable (bottomrod
must lie flat on outfeedtable).

HUB
DETAIL

Cutterhead

Project Design: James Murphy, Morgantown, If. Va.
Illustrations: Kim Downing
Photograph: Baldwin Photography
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WOODWORKERS
TO THERESCUE
Comments,
answers,and ideasfromour
WOODONLINEa
groups
discussion

Note: if you would like more informationon the woodw o r k i n g - r e l a t e ds u b j e c t sf e a t u r e d h e r e , v i s i t o u r
WOOD ONLINEdiscussiongroups at www.woodmagazine.com
We have edited all entries in the interestof brevity
and claritywhile preservingthe message.ln addition,
we haveincludedour responseto some questions.

What's the safest way for me to heat my shop?
;
:
:
j
;
:
i
:
:
:
i
i

I'm converting a twGcar garage into a
workshop and am thinking about
using propane becaus€ of rapid heating and cost. My primary use of the
shop is for gen€ral woodworking and
fumituremaking.
I haYe read so much about explosion dang€r from dust and fumes. |
am gOing to install a dust-collection
s]'stem as soon as the drt'wall is taped
and painted. Any advice?
-Erte lxchersorr, Ralrrler, v.tsb.

a I have a 16x24' insulat€d shop not attached to the house. I heat it with a
25,000 Btu direct-ventpropane heater made by Empi.re[Comfort Systems]that
cost about $650. It does not require electricity and has a thermostat. It vents
and draws its combustion air through a common opening in the side wall and
is very economical to operate. I set it back to about 55 degrees F. when I,m
not using the shop, and the tools don't have any rust problems. [For more
information or a catalog on Empire Comfort Sysiem's heating products, call
888/917-2244.1
-Mar.k Robe!, &.fiak Jr.nctio\ Vd.
a You are absolutely right about dust being combustibte and explosive. The
ideal heating system for your shop would.be a radiant heater or baseboard hot
water system. Make sure you vacuum the baseboard from time to time to eliminate dust accumulation. Install your boiler in a separate room where vapors
from finishes and solvents cannot enter. Many explosions and iires occur from
these flammables. A fine-dust collector and ventilation system is very important. Take it from me-I am an OSFIA inspector!
-Steuen R. Myers, Sbelburte, Vt.
O Mark and Steven make several good points here . 'W'e covered workshop
heating and ventilation in several past issues of WOODa magazine. In our first
IDEA sHoPrM, issue #54, we heated a l4xz8' dedicated workshop room with
a standard 50,000 Btu forced-air Lennox gas furnace located in an adjacent
two-car garage. In addition, we placed a 4"-thick pleated filter inside the furnace's cold-air return. For dust and volatile fume control, we included an
explosion-proof, wall-hung room ventilator, a dust-collection system, and an
air-filtration system.
In our second IDEA SHOP, issue #72, we went with a pair of direct-vent,
wall-mounted heaters (model nos. ASVIZORTN-T, 20,000 Btu, and ASV730RT,
30,000 Btu) made by Perfection-Shwank (7O6/jj4-ZlO2) to heat a 24x24' mroca;r garage. Both units relied on outside air for combustion. A shop-vacuum
dust-collection system and air-filtration system were also part of our approach
for a cleaner, healthier shop. This same issue included an article on workshop
heating options.
More recently, in issue #81, we rana, piece on a ceiling-mounted radiant
heater (no. DBS 20-40,40,000 Btu) by Detroit Radiant Products (800/2221100). This unit also uses outside air and warms the shop via aheat-radiating
pipe and reflection hood that runs the length of the shop. To order the above
back issues, call 800/572-9350. We charge $6.9j per issue.

What'sthe best flooring for my shop?
i
:
i
;
:
:
i
i

I'm looking for ideas on how to finish
the floor in my new second-story
woodworking shop. I have installed a
tongue-and-groove spruce subfloor,
but nothing more. I've considered
hardwood ard dle, but they seem to
have their drawbacks.
--4lenn laldl4to,

:

a I used a twcpart epoxy paint on my v/ood floor and love it. It is really easy
to sweep or wash. I got it from a local paint store, and they eyen used it on
their own wood floor. You can get any color. I have had it down for 4 years,
and it has held up great.
_Mike Ek, Loflg.rieur,
w.asb.
O The vinyl composition tile I used in my workshop was relatively ch€apabout 55 cents a Square foot. It's easy tO Clean, durable, and in the event that

"1n"*.**."^1.lll*1.]'illll-"1".-.^u'*r!)i*2!ii#f;".,tbAttteboft,,M4
Continuen on page 16
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Hot over saw-bladeburn marks
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

I'- a relatively new woodworker. I
have a Ridgid tablesaw with a Freud
50-tooth carbide blade. I just started
ripping maple trim and got a lot of
burning and blade marks on my
pieces. I believe the saw is in correct
adjustment.Any sug-

O If your tablesaw is tuned, your blade needs sharpening. Also, stock movement during the cut could be the problem. Try feather boards, especially on
molding where the pieces tend to be thin and want to vibrate. If all else fails,
cut the stock %e" wider than needed, then either clean up the edge with a
jointer or adjust the tablesaw fence and just trim the edge.
'Daaid Bronsory Apex, N.C.
O Liam, several problems can cause woodburning and saw marks. First, look
at the cut. Are the burn marks predominantly or completely on one side of the
cut? If so, your fence is most likely not parallel to the blade.
If the burn marks are pretty even, the wood is probably pinching in on the
blade at the end of the cut. Are you using your splitter and blade guard?
tVith the Freud blade, you shouldn't have to worry about blade warp, so if
both sides of the cut are rough, [with saw marks] the arbor on your saw may
be loose, causing blade wobble.
Finally, your 5o-tooth saw blade really isn't the best for ripping. You will definitely get better results with a 24- or 3O-tooth ripping blade such as the Freud
model LM72.
I have a newer Craftsman saw, similar to your Rigid, and am able to produce
extremely smooth cuts consistently with a mid-quality rip blade, so don't settle
for less!
-Jay Dreut, Valparaiso, Ind..
O Liam, Jay, and David cover a lot of ground with their comments. And we
concur with all of it. The consensus in our own workshop is that your saw
'We
may be underpowered, especially for hard maple.
use saws that have 3-hp
motors and are on 220-volt circuits. That means the blade does not get bogged
down and cause the feed rate to slow. When this happens, burning results.
-WOODo magazine

Whattinishfor turnedvesselsresistsall liquids?
I I am looking for a finish for turned
; bowls and goblets that is not toxic and
: v.ill withstand liquids, including alcG
: hol and acidic food stuffs, such as
i salad dressings. The shortest drying
i time is preferable. I would also apprei ciate any tips about application.
-Robeti caaJ\elt su'' Prairiz, wis.
|
:
:W

O My preference is no finish because som€day the water, or especially alco
hol, will penetrate and in tirne make the finish fail. Nothing looks worse than
a finish that comes apaft when moisture gets under it.
The butter bowls, kitchen bowls, and mugs from the 18th through the eady
20th century had no finish. They sureived well and developed a patina that
we could never achieve y/ith any t'?e of finish. I have used the no-finish
approach for oak and ash beer mugs for many years, and it vrorks very well.
The beer has a natural taste, better than drinking from a glass. Try it. There is
no auestion about it beins nontoxic.
-Russ Fdtrflel4 TattabassqFtaO Bob, there are a few things to keep in mind regarding a socalled "food-safe" finish, which in every case is some kind of oil finish. For starters, no such finish, includ
ing products marketed as "salad bowl finishes," have Food and Drug Administration
GDA) approval. However, such finishes are okay to eat offand drink from once the
finish has completely cured. (For firll curing, wait 30 days prior to use.)
Some such finishes include the varnish'W'aterlox, the catalysed lacquer
Melamine, or any polyurethane varnish found locally. Apply these in several
thinned coats, wiping them on with a rag. Two alternative oils you can use are
walnut oil and mineral oil. Both of these oils are edible. While the former
takes a long time to cure, the latter never cures. Ifith regard to vegetable
oils-don't use them. They could turn rancid.J|
-WOOD magazine witlt Bob Flexner
Illustrations: Jim Stevenson
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How To Give

NewLife
damage is a flaw you'll
IF".er
Y find commonly in old furniture,
but one you can fix with surprisingly
little trouble. "Veneer repair is an
easy job for woodworkers of almost
any skill level, " according to San
Francisco furniture repair and refinishing wizardJim Kull. "It just takes a
few tools and some care."
rUf/ithJim's encouraging words in
mind and his advice close at hand,
we decided to give it a try. It didn't
take long to turn up the perfect subject-a little end table in a secondhand shop. The years had certainly
taken their toll on the edges of the
v eneer ed to p . N o t o n l y w a s th e
veneer itself loose, and even missing
in spots, but the crossbanding-the
thin layer beneath it-had delaminated from the tabletop, too, as shown
in the photo Aboae, rigbt.

Providea solid basefirst
Before we could repair the veneer,
we had to get rid of the wrinkles in
the crossbanding. rVe started that
chore by cleaning out the old glue,
dirt, and loose wood fibers between
the crossbanding and the tabletop,
using sandpaper, finishing scrapers,
anda knife .
Then, using an old business card,
we spread liquid hide glue between
the layers, as shown at rigbt, rniddte.
With waxed paper and then a piece
of scrapwood laid over the repair
area,we next clamped the veneer and
crossbanding to the top, as shown at
rigbt. Ve also added shims-pieces

Spreadglue betweenthe layers with
thin cardboardor plastic.We scraped
out the old glue and stuff with the tools
on top of the table.
Clamp the edge tayers.tn spots where
the veneeris gone, add shims to press
the layer below the veneersolidly
againstthe tabletop.
of some more of those old business
cards-between the caul and the
w a xed papef to ensufe contact
between the crossbanding and the
Continued on page 2O
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straight bit make it easy to cut the old
veneerbackto a clean,straightedge.
tabletop in spots where the veneer
was missing.
Cut away the bad veneer
For a nearly invisible repair along the
edge, we needed to cut the damaged
veneer back to a straight edge to
match up with a new piece.
t$7easkedJim for a foolproof way to
make this cut accurately. "Use a
router," he counseled.
\fith a router, a 3/a"straight bit, and
a quick-to-make guide, shown in the
photo Aboue, it's easy to make the
cut. This setup also mills the surface
flat for a smooth repair.

TOpS
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continuedfrornpage

To make a guide like Jim uses, we
cut a piece of 3/q"stock longer than
the edge to be routed and about 2"
wider than the distance from the center of the router base to its edge. We
screwed a piece of straight lYz"-wide
stock atop one long edge.
We then chucked in the router bit.
"Any size straight bit will work," Jim
advised, "but wider works faster."
With the bit extended below the bottom of the guide and the router base
riding along the screwed-on cleat, we
'routed off the edge of the guide base.
This resulted in a stfaight edge that
shows exactly where the bit will cut.
Then, we clamped the guide to the
tabletop, just less than the bit's width
fro m the edge, as show n i n the
photo. Normally, Jim suggestsplacing
the guide parallel to the damaged
edge. But because our tabletop featured a diagonal grain pattern, we
decided to align the guide with the
grain to simplify fitting the new
piece. (Seethe box at the bottom of
tbe page for another approach.)
With the bit set to iust cut through
the veneer and kiss the crossbanding,
shown in the photo below, left, we
made a pass along'the guide. (If we
had needed to rerhove a wider area,
we would have moved the guide back
for another cut, making enough passes
to remove all of the damagedarea.)

Fit and glue the new veneer

+-Guide

All that remained was to replace the
missing veneer. Our replacement
veneef was the same thickness as the
original, so we simply matched up
the grain as much as possible. New

Fit the replacementveneerto the routed
area.Trim it to rough width beforegluing it in place.
and old veneer thicknesses won't
always match, though. In most cases,
the new veneer will be thinner. To
compensate, glue a layer of kraft
papet under the new veneer.
Because the table's edge is shaped,
we resorted to more handwork to fit
the new pi ece. W e m ar ked t he
approximate contour of the edge on
the new veneer, as shown in the
photo aboue, and trimmed it.
Then, after gluing and clamping it
in, we carefully sanded the edge of
the new veneer to match the top. In a
future installment, we'll take on the
task of matching the color of the new
veneef to that of the old.

Turn a repairinto a decorativefeature

The router bit should just cut through
the veneer to the crossbanding or other
base material.

Instead of matching veneer along straight, damaged edges,Jim sometimes
likes to adda border of ready-madebanding. Though this may not be apprG
priate for fine antiques, it can dress up old, everyday furniture.
"Make identicd cuts along all edges so the xrea,to be inlaid is exactly the
same size all around," Jim advises."Cut the inlay area slightly less wide than
the banding," he adds. Then, glue the banding in, clamp or weight it down,
and allow the glue to dry. "Trim off the edges with either a flush trimming
bit in yorr router, or sand it flush with the edges," he says."Then, sand the
surface flat, and you are ready to finish."l
lifritten by LarryJohnston withJim
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Photographs: Hetherington
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planer
AreYouStumped? Benchtop
strike"
l f yo u' v e got a ques ti o n on a "hunger
that you thinkwould interest other readers,we
wouldliketo hearfrom
you. Write to: Ask
WOOD@,1716
LocustSt.,
G A 3 1 0 ,D e s M o i n e s ,l A
50309-3023. For an
immediateanswerto your
question,try postingit on
one of our 10 internetdiscussion groups at:
www.woodmagazine.com

I'ue been hauing a feut problems uitb my
Delta 12" bencbtop planer (model #22-540)
not feeding rigbt. Sometimes I baue to pusb
tbe uood tbrougb. I did cbeck to make sure
tbe feed rollers are turning, and I installed
neut blades, but it didn't cure tbe problem.
Hope you can belp.
Arlyn Ka.strup, La Vista" Neb.
Arlyn, you don't mention how much use the
planer has had or which woods you plane
most, but there are a few likely culprits. Unlike
heavier industrial machines, benchtop planers
have feed rollers made of urethane rather than
steel, and they wear over time. The urethane
has the density of hard rubber, and it compresses approximately 1-2 millimeters (about
V3z"-Vr6")as the roller contacts the wood. If the
wear to the rollers exceeds this range, they
may not get enough grip on the stock to keep
it feeding through without help. Remember,
the blades are cutting against the infeed direction and so pfesent some resistance to the feed
rollers, possibly causing them to slip if their
hold on the board is weak.
Engineers at Delta said taking heavier cuts is
one way to minimize thLe problem, because it
forces the rollers to compress more and get a
firmer grip on the stock. If the wear is signifi-

cant, however, you may need new rollers.
Before you go to that trouble, though, make
sure the problem isn't something simpler, such
as accumulatedpitch on the planer bed. Small
planers like yours don't have bed rollers, so
you must keep the surface free of substances
that can cause the wood to drag. Pine and
other softwoods may produce a sticky buildup,
so clean the bed regulady with acetone or mineral spirits; then apply a coat of paste wax to
make the surface a little slicker. AIso, clean the
feed rollers so they don't accumulate a layer of
slippery wood dust. Always keep the tool
unplugged during any of these procedures.
If the problem persists,call Delta's technical
assistanceline at 800/223-7278.They can help
you determine if new rollers or some other fix
is necessary.

Howto unstickstuckbolts
I baue an older 6" jointer
tbat needs neu kniues.
Unfortunately, due to
infrequent use and negligence on rny part, I can't
loosen tbe bolts tbat bold
tbe kniues. Tbe bolts are
ru sted i n pl ace and
uton't rnoue.Any ideas?

w

C.R. Dick,
IakeJacksoq

Texas

To help you out we
turned to Ken Pedersen,
an authofity on antiquetfactof festofation who
knows a thing or two
about wrestling
with
rusty bolts. Ken's first

22

advice is overnight soaking with WD-40 or
CRC56. This will work much of the time,
especially if the bolt is on a top surface where
the lubricant can penetrate the bolt hole and
threads.
If soaking doesn't work, it's time to turn up
the heat. Pedersen suggestsheating the bolt
with a butane torch. Before firing the area, be
sure to wipe Lway any flammable oil. Heat the
head of the bolt until it turns cherry red and
work fast before the bolt cools. Tap on the
head a few times with a hammer to break up
the rust. Then use a socket wrench to loosen
the bolt. Once the bolt starts moving, don't
stop until it's out.
Be sure to clean the threads before reassembly. You can do this by scrubbing them with a
wire brush, but a tap-and-dyeset works much
more effectively.Q
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Foot-Operated
hlbol Switches
A big step forward for
safety and convenience

A realtoe-tapper

your feet l i ttl e, i f tt aLl, while
scrol l i ng, and normal l y use bot h
hands to control the work. Plus, you
might risk breaking a delicate piece of
fretwork if you let go of it with one
hand to flip the switch.
With some other tools, such as a
lathe, a foot switch doesn't serve as
well in all instances. You could effectively use a foot switch on a lathe
when turning small work between
centers or for some faceplate work.
But if you need to be able to move
your feet to keep your balance when
shaping longer spindle work or large
vessels,the foot switch would prove
more an impediment than a helper.
And connecting some tools to a foot
ith another, or a momentary-contact
switch iust seems downright perilous.
witch, which stays on as long as you The tablesaw and radial-arm saw fall
s t e p o n i t . T h e p e d a l s w i t c h i s a into this category.
'We've
momentafy-contact type. \rhich to
listed some common tools
use is a matter of preference-we like and equipment in the chart belou,
a momentary contact switch because along with our recommendations for
it shuts off as soon as we lift our foot.
hooking them up to a foot switch.

M a y be thi s has happened to you:
You're drilling, scrollsawing,
routi ng-doi ng some task that
occupies both your hands. Then, you
need to turn off the machine . But
you're not quite sure what's going to
happen when you let go of the workpiece with one hand. In situations like
this, a foot-operated switch could save
the day.
A foot switch is an easy add-on for
many tools. You'll find two kinds gene ra l ly avai l abl e-the pedal sw i tch
shown belout and the air-actuatedvariety, bottom left. The latter comes
either as a continuous-action switch,
which turns on with one step, off

Continued on page 28

Stand by for some good advice
As handy as a foot switch may be,
however, it doesn't suit all tools or situations. A foot switch works best
with tools that don't require you to
move or change your balance while
using them.
A scrollsaw, for instance, is ideally
suited to foot-switch use. You move

This air-activated switch plugs into the
wall outlet, and the tool plugs into it.
Stepping on the red rubber dome operates the switch.

Routertable
The cord from the tool plugs into the
back of this typicalfoot-pedal switch.
WOODMagazine
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Foot-Operated
Tool Switches
Currentcapacitycounts

Don't let your tools stand between you and
truly professionalresults. Use Starrett tools, the
choiceof expertcraftsmenfor over120 years.
Chooseany or all of these FREE,attractive,
full-colorcatalogs,packedwith information

tools.
on top qualityStarrett
Choose PrecisionTools;Saw
Blades;and/or Measuring Tapes,
Levels,and Tools.
ToordertheseStarrettCatalogs,see
Woodworker'sResourceon pages96 & 97.

Stow*;

The L.S. StarrettCompany,
121 CrescentStreetAthol,MA 01331

Tel.:(978) 249-5330 o Fax:(978) 249-8495www.starrett.com
CircleNo. 175. 176. 1369

The pedal switch shown carries a 10amp load rating, while the air-actuated
one can handle 15 amps. Check the
power consumption
of any tool
before you connect it to a switch.
Some models of tools listed in our
chart draw too much power to use
with a 10-amp switch. For example,
many high-horsepower
routers (the
type you might mount in a router
table) draw 13 amps or more. These
foot switches won't work on tools
with magnetic switches, either.

Plugin andturn on
Here's good news: Plugging in a cord is
the hardest thing you'lI have to do to
add a foot switch to a tool. It really is
as simple as 1-2-3: 1 plug the tool cord
into the switch; 2 plug the switch into
the wall outlet; and 3 flip the tool
switch on. Now, with a touch of your
toe, you can control the tool. This easy
installation means you can use one
switch with several tools, too. Simply
unplug one tool from the switch and
plug another into it.

Don'tstep into harm'sway
To prevent accidents, heed these precautions:
.Turn off the switch on the tool or disconnect the tool from the foot switch
when you change blades or bits or
adiust the tool.
.'Whenever you aren't using the tool
and it's still connected to a foot switch,
turn off the tool switch to prevent accidental starting.
.When you disconnect a tool from a
foot switch, remember to flip the tool
switch off, in case someone plugs the
tool directly into an outlet later.

Stepright up!
You can buy pedal switches from many
tool dealers, including Harbor Freight
(800/423-2567) and Meisel Hardware
in the u.S. or
Specialties(8oo/44L-987O
512/47 l-8550). The air-actuatedswitch
is available from Craft Supplies USA
( 8 0 0 / 5 5 1 - 8 8 7 6 )o r W o o d w o r k e r ' s
Supply (8oo/ 645-929D.t1
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fNo morebeatingaroundthebushings
I use guide bushings for templaterouting, and I used to have difficultl,
tightening the ring nut that holds the
bushing to the router subbase. Often,
it would vibrate loose, which either
spoiled the cut or damaged the guide
bushing. I tried snugging them up
with pliers, but found it too easy to
distort the shape of the bushing.
Ex-Navyquartermasterand current Top
Shop Tip winner Sherwood Peppers
shows his new idea of "basic training."
When Sherwood Peppers served in
the U.S. Navy after World rffar II, he
was in way over his head. Not that he
couldn't hack the job, it's just that his
duties included testing the seaworthiness of new submarines on their first
deep dives. "\$fle never really had any
maior problems," he says, "bllt we
did have a couple of close calls."
These days, he immerses himself in
woodworking. tffhether building projects such as a cherry hutch and a
grandfather clock for his grandsons,
or a houseful of country furniture for
his daughter, Sherwood is always on
the lookout for ways to make things
work better around the shop. Case in
point: his Top Shop Tip at rigttt.
If you've come up with an idea that
makes life easier around your shop,
tell us about it. Besides helping your
fellow woodworkers, you'll also
enjoy $25 in folding money. And, if
we deem your tip the Top Shop Tip
for that issue, you'll also win a tool
pize worth at least $250.
Send us your tip, along with a
photo or illustration, and your daytime phone number to:
Tips From Your Shop (and Ours)
WOODaMagazine
1716 Locust St., GA-310
Des Moines, IA 5O3O9-3O23
Or, e-mail the same information to us
from our homepage at www.woodmagazine.com.
Sorry, but we can't return your submissions. And, because we only print
original tips, please send them only
to WOOD magazine . Thanks!

,p"f(

((

To solve this problem, I drilled apair
of holes in each
bushing's flange,
and formed a wrench
out of t/s" steel rod, as
shown in the drawing below
left. After hand-tightening the guide
bushing, I drop the posts of the
wrench into the holes in the bushing
and give it one final turn.
-Sberuood Peppers, Noruticlt, Conn.

Drills/ro",holes

Top Shop Tip winner Sherwood
Peppers will spice up his shop with a
Delta 36-650 Professional Tablesaw.
Way to go, Sherwood!

Stopcutterheadcreepwitht h i ss i m p l eh a n d l eh o l d e r
My Delta 22-540 planer, like many
portable 12" units, lacks a cutterhead
lock, so I made my own. I cut an
8"-diameter disc from 3/t" plywood,
and cut a notch in it to match the
planer's height-adiustment handle.

After setting the cutterhead to the
proper thickness for my workpiece, I
slip the disc around the handle and
clamp it to the body of the planer, as
shown in the drawing belout.
-Paul Lonergan, Lancaster, Oltio

^n
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Continued 0n page J2
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Dadcomesto the rescue
When a btrddy and I were commissioned to make 150 wooden pens,
we knew we needed an efficient way
to bore the blanks. The handscrewon-the-drill-press method just wasn't
going to cut it. Thankfully, my dad
carne up with the jig shown at rigl:tt.
He laminated pieces of t/i" plywood
to make the stop blocks, attached oak
faces to them to prevent splintering,
then glued and screwed them perpendicular to the pll,wood base ancl
each other. He mounted a toggle
clamp as shown, and I added the
hardboard insert to reduce chip-out
on the blanks.
Using the jig couldn't be simpler: I
mark the center of a pen blank and
clamp it in the jig, then position the
jig so that the drill bit hits the center
mark, and clamp it in place. I drill the
hole, flip the toggle, pop in a new
blank, and clamp. As long as my
blank size doesn't change, I never
need to mark another center hole.
-Tim Scbubacb, Miamisburg, Oltio
Corttirtued on page J4

Let's
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Innoducing
TheNewModel750

Si*ply TheBest!
. VoriobleSpeedControl .95% ASHRAE
(200CFMto 750CFM
TestedMoin Filter
Fihered
Air)
o LifetimeWononty
o TwoSpeedOn/Off Pull .
30 Doy
Choin
MoneyBock
o Ulho Quiet
Guoronty
,Th. NationalInstitute
for Occupational
Safety
andHealth(NIOSH)
I recommends
limitingwooddustexposures.
TheJDSAir-Tech
2000
will dramatically
improvethequalityof theairyoubreathe.
Ournew
model750variable
speed
allowsyouto dialin yourdesired
airflow,froma
whisperquiet200cfmto anultraperformance
750cfm.Thiswill cleanthe
airin a 30'x30'x8'
shoptentimesperhour.Forlargerareas
ourmodels8-12
and10-16
areavailable.
TheJDSsystems
willremove
9970
of particles
as

*Better Homesand Gar&n$
WOQD,9Maga rc (Nov.95)
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t

,,ynff
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USA
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Plasticprotector
cornersthe marketon drawerslides
I needed drawer glides for a cabiiret I was making, and all
the stores were closed. Digging th-rough my scrap pile, I
stumbled across a length of clear-plastic outside-comer
molding (the kind used to prevent damage to paint and
wallpaper in the house). I glued the molding to the draw-

er sides, and it provided a great low-friction surface for
the drawer to run on. If you don't want the molding to
show, you could glue it into the corner of the case
instead, as shown in the bottom drlawing.
---cbat'les szuch, calgary, Alberta

"Stickystick"helpssand
tinypartson beltsander
To hold small parts, such as the
wooden jewelry I make, for sanding
on the belt sander, I made what I call
m1' "sticky stick." This handy gadget
keeps my fingertips well ^w^y from
the abrasive belt.
Make your own by ctttting a
!'s"-thick strip of t/q" hatdwood about
12" long. (It's best if the stick is somewhat flexible.) In one end of the
stick, center a bandsaw kerf about
ZVz" long. Starting in the kerf, wrap
the stick with 2" masking tape, stickyside out, as shown belout.
To use the sticky stick, press your
tiny workpiece against the masking
tape and, holding the opposite end of
the stick, hold the piece against the
moving sanding belt. When the tape
gets dusty, simply tear off enough
tape to expose a fresh tacky surface.
-Micbael P. Locke,
Iluntington Beacb, Cakf .

Bandsaw
kerf

_. )f

_Woodenstick

Continued on page J6
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ltotuEltltAKEn!
4.WAY
OSAWS
OSA]IDS

Tum a $2 rough board into $25 worth of finished tim
right i" your own shop! Make over 350 standardmoldings,
tongue & groove, picture frame stock, any custom design.
QUICKLY CONVERTS from PlanerA4older to Drum
Sander or power-feed Multi-Blade Rip Saw! Made in
U.S.A. Choosefrom12",18"and25"Models.

Continuedfrom
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Modified
spadebit is thewheeldeal
Your article about Ed Carpenter ("Logging on a Small
Scale", WOODa magazine issue 113) inspired me to
share my method of making small wooden wheels. I
ground a 1" spade-type drill bit to the shape shown
belout using a stone wheel in my high-speed rotary tool,
then sharpened and honed the cutting edge to about a 5'
angle. After cutting off the excess shank of my modified
spadebit, I put it in place of the cutter in my circle-cutter.
To make wheels, I set my drill press stop so that the
long edge of the bit goes half way into my 3/a"wheel
stock, and bore through one side. I flip the stock over,
repeat the process,and atoy wheel pops out!
-Fred

Zurbucbery

Magal:ia,

CaHf,

FeedMakesThelfifference!
Uafiable
Justatwist ofthe dial adjuststhe Woodmasterfrom70
to over 1,000 cuts per inch. Producesa glass-smooth
finish on tricky grain patternsno other planer can handle.
Plenty of American-made"muscle" to handle low-cost,
"straight-from-the-sawmill" lumber. S-Year WarranQ,
EasYkrms'
FREE FAcr KIT

-6651 ext. PW45
1-8OO-821
Inc.
Woodmaster
Tools.
Ave..Dept.
City,M064120
1431N.Topping
PW45,Kansas
www.
w000master
l00ls.
c0m

wanderlust
Quashyourcaliper's
I use an inexpensive plastic vernier caliper when thicknessing stock, but I always find myself setting it on top
of the planer when I'm not using it. To keep it from
vibrating off and dropping into the machine, I cut a strip
from a flexible rubber refrigerator magnet and affixed it
to the caliper. Now, it staysput.
-Jobn
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*NOW
AVAILABLEMade
Custom
Panel
Raised
Doors

U M B E RC O .
S T E V EW A L L Lmachinery
For TheCraftsnan
and Woodworking
QuatityHardwoods
and Educationallnslitulions

packaging
Recycled
makesminimixingtray
'Whenever

you buy hardware that
comes packaged on a card with one
of those clear plastic bubbles, cliscard
the card and keep the bubble. It
works as a handy mixing tray fbr making small quantities of acrylic paints
or two-paft epory.
-Larry Johnston, WOODo magazine

Select
Select
Select
1c
Select
Select
Select
Select
Select
Select
Select
Selecl
Select
1C+Btr.
Select
F.G.

2.25
1.95
2.50
2.20
4.20
2.30
3.70
2.80
2.20
1.55
2.40
3.45
2.40

4/4LogRun
Walnut
100bd.ft. sl55

| .oJ

2.25
1.15
1.80

A b o v e p r i c e s a r e f o r 1 0 0 ' q u a n t i t i e so l k i l n d r i e d
rough lumber sold by the Bd. Ft.
F O B M a v o d a n .N C .
Call for iluantity discounts. Other sizes and
available

Send$1.00For LumberCatalog
WilhoulNotice
to Change
PricesSubiecl
Circle No. 592

.4i*+Fr.*':

As a Guardsman WoodPro franchise partner, you'll have confidence knowing you're backed by the largest
producer of furniture finishes in North America, supplying over 500 furniture manufacturers. Your
customers will also have peace of mind knowing that the same company who made the finish on their
furniture is repairing and restoring it.

.You can bore a hole in a spot too
small fcrr the drill chuck to fit into.
Learn how we did it in the Photo
onpage 47.
.Ever been frustrated trying to figure out how to clamp a small
workpiece to your bench? On
page 49, see one solution to the
problem in the article about carving a shell ornament for ftlrniture.
.Need a way to rollt perfectly
round circles and arcs? Cut all
curves great and small with the
help of two nifty jigs shown on
pages 60 and 61.
.[f you're the kind of woodworker
who utilizes every last scraP of
stock, check ovt page 80. You'll
find a dozen different ways to Put
even your sawdust to good use.
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Low Overhead
ExclusiveTerritories
Inventory Packages
Training Programs
Marketing Programs
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Field SuPPort
Regional Workshops
National Advertising
National ServiceAccounts
R & D on New Products
and Seryices

GUARD5MAN
'WbDPRo.
Tltx ,nosl tntsted ,tame in fttnitunt

repair.lrt

For information, call:

(8OO)4e6-6377
In Canadar(888)966-3232
www,guardsmanwoodPro.com
Upholstery Repairc
Target Markets!
. Portland. Albuquerque
SanFrancisco
.
Miami. St.Louis'SanDiego
Chicago.
Seattle
LasVegas.Atlanta.Cincinnati.LosAngeles
' NewYolkCity' go"ron
Pittsburgh.Baltimore
range: $15,000- $25,000.
lnvestment
only.
Offermadeby Prospectus
availableworldwide.
Unit& MasterFranchises
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A LookAt
Not-OuitePerfe&Stock
II

in wood's
rregularities
or variations
for
struJturethat rnightnnakeit unsuitable
a specificpurposearecallednaturaldefects,
The mostusualones proveto be growth-related,
of the nnostcomrnon,
Here'sa rundownon sor^ne

Trees have reactiorle,

Eoo

Trees grow best standing straight, so they work hard to upright themselves from
leaning positions or correct the angle of their branches. Sometimes, the wood
displays this reaction.
The reaction wood of hardwood trees is referred to as fension wood because it
occurs on the side of the trunk awly from the lean. The same type of wood in
softwood trees gets the name compression wood due to the relatively compressed size of the growh ring's eady wood where the fast growth appears.
In hardwoods and softwoods, reaction wood swells and shrinks (especially in
tength) more than normal wood, causing boards to warp and split. Although
denser, reaction wood is also generally weaker. It machines differently than normal wood, too, dulling cutting edges faster and twisting away from or pinching

.i
.*;
1.,';.'

blades when ripped.
Boards with reaction wood have wavy grain and feel heavier than other
boards of the same species. They also may have checks in the grain along the
length of the board from drying stresses.

Reactionwood repreoenlo
thevigorouogrowth of wood
on oneeideofthe trunk
that makesit |opoided.

When trees get shaken
Due to stressesthat occur while a. tree trunk grows, its wood may develop
' V i nd
shake occurs betw een porti ons of the tree' s annual
s e p a ra ti ons.
growth rings and can be localized to a section of the trunk or run its entire
length. Cracks running with a board's grain indicate shake. The wind
shake may in time split the board lengthwise.
Heart shake shows up in the end grain of a board as a check or
checks across or partially across the growth rings. And there's little reason to doubt that the checks eventually will get larger and
split the board, too.

Windshake
cauees lhewood
to separate
par allelt ot he
trunk.

WOOD Magazine

Cracksexlending
fromthe pii"hof lhe
trunk tow ardthebark
represent heart shake.
April2000
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guide

brash boards break
As a result of poor growing conditions, some trees develop wood with
thinner than normal cell-wall structure, dubbed btash. The wood has a
tendency to break under lower-level
loads than would be normal.
Hardwoods are particularly susceptible to brashness. You can suspect
brash wood in a hardwood board if it's
lighter in weight in relation to other
boards of the same species.
hrashness in boards causee t hemto fraclure ouddenlyand sh arply
across the grain ingtead of splintering like normal wood.

Knot.s weaken wood
Wood's most obvious structural defect is a
knot. N othi ng more than the bases of
branches that once grew, knots tend to
weaken boards because they cause otherwise normally straight grain to irregulady
flow around them.
Loose knots normally detach from the
board. As the stock dries, the knots tend to
shrink away from the surrounding wood and
fall out at the slightest touch.
Tight knots appear as dark spots of dense
wood with irregular grain around them. This
type of knot will stay in place, but it and the

tree irunk and the embedded bmnch
whif e the tree

"'
wag st'ill aliti@i"rv;::*r'r*xwwt4**r$!#t**F

adjacent wood may split in time.
In some applications, knots add to wood's
character and visual appeal, as with the pin
knots in "knotty pine" paneling. However,
when selecting boards always keep in mind
.,their intended use and whether or not the
presence of knots will affect that.
Remember, too, that even tight knots represent harder, denser, and possi bl y m or e
resinous wood that responds differently to
machining, finishing, and relative humidiry
changesthan the rest of the board's wood.l

Illustrations: Brian Tensen
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From left, Jim Downing with his Shaker
tall clock, Chuck Hedlund and his cherry
grandfatherclock, and Sheryl Munyon
with her version in white ash.

chalTallclocksmaybe quitea woodworking
lenge.But craftingone froma kit givesyou a
jump start-and somegreatsatisfaction,
too.
Readwhat our WOODmagazinestaff memtheirs.
bershaveto sayaboutbuilding
Continued
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Thll Clocks
tallclock
upa Shaker
Shaping
By tames R. Downing, senior design editor
My kit came in three carefully packed
boxes, yet a"couple of delicate wooden parts were broken. I easily glued
them. A parts list and diagram helped
with the inventory, and all parts were
there, the wood ones nicely machined
for smoothnessbut not sanded. Some
had to be adjusted for a perfect fit.
Although available in cherry', I wanted the maple version, hoping that it
would have some figure. And it did.
T he wood a l s o w a s b l e m i s h - a n d
defect-free, but the grain in some
pieces just didn't seem to match the
rest. I requested that those parts be
replaced, and the company complied
without question.
Building the clock: The kit instructions were relatively clear. However, I
did have to partially pre-assemble
some parts to understand what the
instructions were telling me. They
were otherwise complete, and included step-by-stepdiagrams. More illustra-

tions, such as exploded views, would
have been hel pful . D espi te that, I
believe most intermediate-level woodworkers could build the clock. And for
those who need help, Bartley has an
800 number.
I didn't substitute any of the parts,
except for making a paper dial face on
the computer. Bartley's duplicated the
original, but to me, my design has better visual balance. That's one advantage of building from a kit-you can
customize if you want to.
To get a dark, cherry-like color on
the maple and bring out the figure as
the Shakerswould have, I mixed two
TransTi nt w ater-based w ood dyes
(from WoodCraft). Before applying a
thinned mixture, I sanded with 150grit. The advantage of the thin coat
was two-fold: It raised the wood grain
so that I could sand it smooth, and it
revealed any glue squeeze-out.
After the first application dried, I

sanded with ZZo-grit, then coated the
clock with a full-strength dye mixture.
When it was dry, I went over it with
320-grit. The finish is two coats of
Olympic Antique Oil, followed by
paste wax for added protection.
Last, I installed the clock works-a
grert Hermle movement, brass hands,
weights, chains, pendulum, and chime
rods. Instructions for assembling and
i nstal l i ng i t w ere quit e com plet e.
Learni ng more about m echanical
movements was definitely a plus.
Suryrmary: Overall, I spent about 24
weekend hours building the clock. I'm

Crafting
classical
elegance
By Cbarles I. Hedlund, project builds and sbop superuisor
I've been a professional woodworker
for better than 2O years now, but
building this clock was my first experience with a kit. By the time I completed it, one thing became quite obvious:
Anyone thinking about taking up
woodworking
should first build something from a kit. That's because, for a
novice, the kit building provides confidence and the pride of accomplishment without buying expensive tools.
Building
the clock: I ordered my
clock kit in cherry, and found that the
fit of parts was excellent, including
accurate miters. On a scale of I to 10,
the milling and machining was a 10.
I substituted cherry plywood for the
birch plywood that was included for
the case back and bottom, though,
because I felt that the cherry would
eventually darken, but the birch would
not, even after staining. And I personalized the clock a bit by using some
Carpathian elm burl veneer on either
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side of the carving on the pediment
and on the front of the base.
The instruction booklets wereunfortunately-not just specific to the
clock kit received but also to variations of the model. I had to read all the
booklets to discover any dffierences in
instructions for the step that I was
about to do. If they agreed, I proceeded. SometimesI made a judgement call
for w hat I thought would wor k,
although I could have phoned the
company for technical assistanceusing
its 800 number.
I discovered some errors in measurement that would cause a person with
no experience in building large woodworking projects to seek technical
help. To an experienced woodworker,
though, they'd only prove somewhat
annoying. If the instructions could
ever become as excellent as the
machined parts, anyone could then
assemblethis clock kit easily.
WOOD Magazine

April 2OOO
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confidence
creates
Grandfather
By Sheryl Munyon, administratiue assistant

proud of the result. It looks great
with our other Shaker furniture. But
friends say that I should install a
glass door to display the beautiful
weights and pendulum. I'm going to
stick with the original Shaker design,
though. A-fter all, it's a rePlica.

Shakertall case clock kit
Available in cherry or maple, the kit
i n c l u d e sc l o c k m o v e m e n t ,g l u e , a n d
sandpaper.lts finishedsize is 71x18x10".
No. 0348,$845plusshiPPing.
The Bartley Collection, Ltd.,65 Engerman
Av.e.,Denton lndustrialPark, Denton,MD
21629. 800n87-2800.
www.bartleycollection.com.
Free catalog.

F.Wm. Murrav
grandfatherc-asekit
The case kit comes in either white ash or
cherry.lts finishedsize is 85x25x14".No.
F9SE C, $849.95(case only), plus shipping (from NiagaraFalls, N.Y. for U.S.
customers).Movement,Hermle8-day
triple chime cable drive, no. HCL3T,
$399.95; radial dial, no. DJ24TR,
$269.95; decoratedpendulum,no.
HLPD4,$119.95;beveledglass,no. BGF
9, $120. For all U.S. and Canadianmail
orders,contact:
Munay Clock Craft Ltd., 512 McNicoll
Ave., Willowdale, ON. MzH 2E1.
800/268-3181.
www.murrayclock.com.
Catalog, $2 (U.5.).
To tone the wood, I used Minwax
Cherrywood Gel Stain. Several coats
of spray Deft semi-gloss finished off
my clock and enhanced its beauty.
Summary: Counting time spent customizing, the clock took about 20
hours. And as my first kit, I found it
a highly enjoyable experience. Now,
the grand-looking clock occupies a
stately position in our living room.
http ://www.woodmagazine.

com

In the few years that I've been
on staff, I've tried to learn woodworking techniques and Pick uP
tips from other staff members. BY
doing so, I've improved my skills
and actually built some items,
but no fine furniture before this
grandfather clock.
The kit clock gave me the assurance that I do have the ability to
take on the next level of woodworking. It was a wonderful
bridge, requiring me to assemble
milled parts so that they fit exactly. Also, it gave me a greater
understanding of the pride of
accomplishment that comes after
completing such a beautiful piece.
the clock: The difficult
Building
part of the kit was overcoming my
fear that I lacked the needed skills to
complete the clock. But the kit's dfficulty level wasn't as high as expected. As long as I followed the ordedy,

straightforward, illustra ted i nstructi onsand dry-fit the parts-it
w e n t smoothl y. The
doors were pre-assembled, the glass was cut
to size, the parts fit well
together, and the holes
were predrilled in the
correct places. I found
myself working ahead
o n one secti on w hi l e
the glue was drying on
another, and relishing
my progress.
The instructions were
wonderful. They provided general
information first, then went through
assembly step by step through the
final installation of the clock works.
Eachnumerical step was precise.
The only problem I had was fitting
together the case's bottom molding.
There was a Va"gap between the
front moulding and the side pieces.
'When
I called Klockit's 800 help line,
the person there proved knowledgeable and hada solution: Glue another
piece of wood onto the back of the
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

molding to bring it flush. Overall, I
felt that the advisor cared about my
project as if it was his own.
Because my clock was ash, but I
wanted it to look like oak, I stained it
with two coats of Minwax Golden
Oak. The finish coats were Deft semigloss, followed with
Finishing
Mi nw ax
Wax, which buffed out
quite nicely.
Summary: I probably
have 38-40 hour s in
my grandfather clock,
from checking out the
kit's parts to installing
the works. And I'd do
it agun in a heartbeat!
It would be well worth
all the time and money
spent. It's a wonderful
hei rl oom t o pass on
from gene r at ion t o

generation,and building it was definitely an excitinglearningtime.'l
Cheyenneclock kit
The solid, white ash grandfatherclock kit
comes with carved base and crown, a
cable-driventriple-chimemovement,glue,
and sandpaper. Finished size is
80x24x12/q".No. 34853, $899.95 plus
shipping.Four-pieceglass,$129.99plus
shipping.
Klockit, P.O. Box 636, Lake Geneva, Wl
53147-0636. 800/556-2548.
www.klockit.com.
Free catalog.

Build a pair of panels

haneer*

If, Iike so many homeowners, you frequently find your garden
hose in a tangled heap, here's help. Our attractive cedar hanger will keep L00' of mofe of s/s"hose and some watering accessories handy.
Note: You can build tbe freestanding
bose rack as sbown or build tbe rack
assembly @arts B, C, D, E) alone to
m ount on A u a l l o r fe n c e . Wb e n
building the post-mounted rack, first
determine tbe lengtlt of tbe cedar
4x4 post (A). Tbe 4' lengtb listed in
tbe Bill of Materials supposes installation utith a Ground Tecb ancbor
(inset pboto, opposite page) or similar deuice. For a post tbat utill be set
in concrete, allotl additional lengtb.
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Preparea post to put it on
1 Cut the post (A) to length. ($fle cut
it on a sliding compound mitersaw.)
Tilt the saw blade to 25". and saw a
chamfer on each face at the top.
2 Form turo 3/z+x3/<"
dadoes in the post,
where shown on the Side Section
View drawing. You can saw them on
a tablesaw equipped with a dado
blade or rout them.
3 Rout a 3A6"chamfer along each edge
of the post.

1 Cut stock for parts B and C. flVe cut
six 18" lengths of 1x6 cedar.) Stack
the pieces in pairs, aligning the edges
and ends flush. Tape each set together
with masking tape.
2 Make one photocopy of the full-size
pattern for part B and two copies of
the pattern for part C. (They're in the
IVOOD PATTERNSo insert.) Adhere
the pattern for part B to the top of
one stack; a pattern for part C to the
top of each of the other two. Align
the straight edges of the patterns with
the boards' edges. Bandsaw the parts
to shape, cutting slightly outside the
pattern line. Sand to the line, and separate the pieces.
3 Scrollsaw the ivy design in the front
center panel (B). Drill a t/s" blade start
hole inside each cutout area, and cut
out the pattern on a scrollsaw fitted
with a large blade (*9 or #ll,
for
instance). Remove the patterns from
all pieces.
4 Rout a 3/16"chamfer all around the
edge on both sides of each piece.
5 Edge-glue stock to make two
t/<xl3VzxlO" blanks for the inside supports (D). Ctre glued up three pieces
of lx4 cedar for each blank, using
polyurethane glue for moisture resistance. A 6'-long board yielded more
than enough stock.) Stack the two
blanks, and tape them together for
stack-cutting.
6 Photocopy the Inner Support FullSize Pattern. Adhere the pattern to the
top of the stacked blanks, and bandsaw the two pafts D. Saw outside the
line; then sand to it. Drill eight 5hz"
holes through both pieces where
shown. Separate the parts, and drill
the four holes for the post screws in
the back piece. Countersink the
screw holes on the appropriate side.
7 Attach the face panels (8, C) to the
inside supports (D), where shown on
the patterns. Space parts B and C V4'
apaft. ($[e put these parts together
with stainless-steel deck screws.) To
accent the cut-out ivy design, apply
green paint (we used Krylon no.2OO4
moss green) to the atea of the inside
support face behind the cutout before
attaching the center panel @).
8 Attach the back assembly (B/C/D) to
the post (A) with J"-long screws.
WOOD Magazine April 2O0O

Stop chamferhere.
g/0" chamfer

R=3/q"

3/q'

You can hang it up pretty soon
1 Cut the slats (E) to the size shown
on the Bill of Materials. Set a stopblock on an auxiliary miter-gauge
fence for accuracy when trimming the
parts to length.
Cut several V<"scrapwood sPacer
blocks to ensllre uniform spacing
when you install the slats.
t/.2"
2 Drill and countersink a centered
shank hole /s" from each end of each
slat. Set a fence and stopblock on
your drill press to do this.
3 Attach the slats to the back panel
(the one fastened to the post) first.
Start with the slats at both lower corners and at the top center on part D.
Guiding through the shank hole, drill
a pilot hole into part D. (!fle filed a
sharp end on a piece of coat-hanger
wire to make a bit that would reach
past the panel, shown belou.)

BACK
SHELF

e

I

31/2"

FRONTSHELF

_1
5"

Stop chamferhere.

s/0" chamfer

25'chamferson top

7sz"shankholes,countersunk EXPLODED VIEW
3" deck screw

21deck screw
s/o"chamfers

z/o+"
pilothole
1t/2"deep

t

,,6V
1

s/q" dado e/q"deep
3/o" cham

F(
t\

ui)F'8f!8'"

7se"shank hole,countersunk
17e"deck 7o+"pilothole \
2"
deck
screw
t/z"
deep
Screw

3/t" dado eh" deeg

6"

L

A length of coat-hangerwire, or other
stiff wire, serves as a drill bit to reach
past the panel edge.
After yolr screw the three stafting
slats in place, position the slat next to
one of the lower ones, drill the pilot
hole, and screw it in place. Continue
around to the top center slat. As you
work around the curve , place the
spacer blocks right at the face of the
slats, as shown aboue, rather than
pushing them all the way down to
part D. Attach the slats on the other
side, working from the bottom up.
4 Following the same procedure,
install the front panel.
5 Cut out the front and back shelves
(F, G), referring to the Front Shelf and
Back Shelf drawings. Rottt chamfers
where shown.
6 Glue and screw the shelves into
their dadoes.
7 Apply a clear outdoor finish. CWe
used \flolman Rain Coat water repellent with cedar toner.) Then, drive in
the post anchor or dig a hole to set
the post in concrete.*
http ://www.
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1 7 e "d e c k
SCTEW
3" deck
SCTEW

SEETHE
INSERT
WOODPATTERNSo
PATTERN
FORFULL-SIZE

e/q" dado
3/4" deep

s/o" chamfers
s/e" chamfers

Bill of Materials
1 7 e "d e c k
screw

SIDESECTION
VIEW

-Seei/ofeatbeginning
ofinstructions.
MaterialKey:
C-cedar
post
2",and3" deckscrews,
#8x17a",
Supplies:
anchor,
finish.

Project Design: Chuck Hedlund
Photographs:
Hetherington Photography;
Baldwin Photography
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine;
Lorna Tohnson

Cut out the shell blank,
and mount it for carving
1 Photocopy the Full-Size Shell
Pattern, and trace it onto a 3/sx4x4"
blank. If you're carving a shell to
match furniture wood, orient the
grain to match that of the piece the
shell will be fastened to. If the shell
will be mounted on a table skirt or
drawer front with horizontal grain, for
instance, make the shell's grain run
horizontally as well. You also can
enlarge or reduce the pattern to size
the shell to your furniture, if necessary. Changing the size may call for
different tools than those listed.
2 Bandsaw the shell outline. If you're
making the shell as a drawer pull, rabbet the backside V2" deep, extending
about l3/s" from the lobe end. Keith
likes to carve this rabbet, but you
could rout or saw it.
3 Glue the blank to a piece of scrapwood so you can clamp it to your
workbench, as shown in Photo 1,
opposite page.To allow easy removal
of the carving later, first glue a piece
of glossy magazine paper slightly larger than the blank to the scrapwood.
Then glue the blank to the paper.
Leave plenty of room around the
blank so your clamps won't be in the
way when you're carving. CVe cut the
scrapwood close to the blanks shown
to make tighter photos.)

Now,shapethe shell
1 Draw a pencil line across the shell
at the high point, shown about 1"
from the wing end of the shell on the
pattern. Vorking outward from that
line, round over the ends of the shell.
You can carve smooth curvatures
with the inside (concave side) of the
gouge, as shown in Pboto 2.
A 20mm (or larger) no.3 gouge
works well on the lobed end; a 20mm
(or larger) no. 5 on the winged end.
You'll almost always be carving across
the grain, so keep your tools sharp.
If you're carving a drawer pull with
the rabbeted back, be careful at the
unsupported edge on the lobe end.
It's easy to chip out the wood when
carving downward. To avoid that,
stop a little short of the edge, then
come back on it from the side, as
shown in Photo 3.
WOOD Magazine April 2000
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Tools and materials
Keith used the tools listed below to carve
the shell shown.Tools of similarsize and
sweepwouldwork.
Nos.3, 4, and 5 gouges,20 mm 1s7o"7.
, 3 m m( t Z " ) .
No.6 gouge1
, O m m( % " ) .
No.8 gouge1
V-tool,1Omm.
Carve the shell from stock that matches
the grainand colorof the furnitureit will be
mountedon. Or, you can selectan easycarvingwood, such as basswoodor jelutong,and paintor gold-leafthe carving.
2 Round over the sides with a 20mm
(or larger) no. 4 gouge. Don't let the
edges of the tool dig in. If they do,
the
switch to a flatter gouge-swap
no. 4 for a no. 3, for example.
3 Work around the outside edges of
the lobes. Clean them up and refine
the contours. You can shape the
spaces between the lobes uniformly
with a 10mm no. 8 gouge. A 13mm
no. 6 gouge will shape the tips nicely.
4 Cut the wings with a no. 5 gouge
about 20 mm wide. You can draw a
pencil line to guide your cllts, but let
the tool's shape define the line's
curve. Repeat chopping the stop cuts
and cleaning out the wing areas
(20mm no. 3), leaving a depth of W".
5 Draw a vertical centerline on the
shell. Next, draw in the lobe lines
shown on the pattern.
6 Using a V-tool, cut the lobe lines, as
shown in Pboto 4. Start the cuts going
in both directions from the high spot
so you're cutting downhill. Round the
sides of the lobes down into the
V-cuts, using a 13mm no. 6 gouge.
Finish shaping the lobes in stages,
alternately V-cutting and rounding.
7 When you're satisfied with the form
of the shell, hone your tools and clean
up all the cuts. Smooth and refine the
curvgs, and cut several V-grooves into
the wings where shown.
8 Push a large, flat chisel under the
shell to break it free from the waste
board. Clean off the paper and glue.
Mount the shell either by gluing or by
driving screws into the back.aF

Glue the blank to a piece of scrapwood with a paper joint so you can hold it easily for
carving. Tools shown are, from left, nos. 3, 4, and 5 gouges (all 20 mm wide), 13 mm
n o . 6 g o u g e ,1 0 m m n o . 8 g o u g e ,a n d 1 0 m m V-tool. The gloves incorporate Kevlar
fiber to minimizethe chance of cuts.

After roughing out the curvature with a gouge, you can smooth the contour by carving with the inside of a gouge, such as the 20 mm no. 3 shown. (The wing end of the
shell is shown here.)

SEETHE
INSERT
WOODPATTERNSa
FORFULL.SIZE
PATTERN
Project Design: Keith Randich
Photographs: Baldwin Photography;
James R. Downing
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine: Lorna lollnson

http ://www.
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To avoid breaking out wood at the
unsupported lobe ends, cut across the
edge or upward on it as much as possib l e .T h i s i s a 1 O m mn o . 8 g o u g e .

Carve the lobe lines with a V-tool, then
round over the sides of the lobes to separate them. The wings have been cut to
about t/a"thick.
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There's no denying how useful
backyard sheds are for organrzing yatd tools arrd outdoor
supplies. But they require
spafe real estate not every
yard has, and cartt always be
placed where the storage is
needed lnqsf-next
to a gafden or flower-bed
area. This
post-mounted
"mini" shed
solves both problems with
style and storage to spare.
Cut the carcase panels first
Note: We used a type 4 exterior
plyuood tlitb 4-incb-on-center
grooues. S omet im es t bis is

referred to as *T 1-11.' We also used
dimensional lumber utitb eacb of tbese
building materials. Be anaare tbat tbe
tbickness and uidtlt may not be tbe
dimension stated bere. For instance,
oLtr 5/s"plyuood measured eho" tbick.
Our 3/<"cedar was tbicker tban 3/<"And
tberefore required surfacing. Keep
tbese inconsistancies in mind utben
cutting dados, grooues, and notcbes. In
euely cAse, nleAsure the tbicknesses of
your utorkpieces.

\

r-4.
t. t'
:l

1 Start with the shed's rear panel (A).
Cut a sheet of siding to 81" long. For the
front gable (B), cut a 2LVz" section off
the end of the second sheet of plywood
siding. Then lay out the angled cuts for
the roof peak on both pieces. flVe laid
these out on the backside.) Center the
peak between the two centermost
grooves in the plywood. See the
Plywood Cutting Diagram and the Parts
View in the pattern insert.) $(re placed
masking tape along the cut lines, and
used a straightedge and a circular saw to
make the cuts (See lllustration A).
2 Making sure the peak stays in the center of the panel, trim the panel to width
along the sides. Note that the front gable
(B) is narrower than the rear panel.
3 Layout the notches for the ridge
board in both A and B; then cut them
with a jigsaw (See lllustration B).
4 Cut the side panels (C) to length and
width. Note that the top edges are
bevel-cut at a 35' angle and that the
groove pattern again is centered.
WOOD Magazine
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5 From 7i" pl1.wood, cut the floor (D),
center divider (E), and three shelves (F).

PLYWOODCUTTINGDIAGRAM
lli

Half roof panel

Cut the framecorners
1 Select four reasonably clear and
straight cedar 2x4s for the rear and
fiont frame corners (G, H). On a iointer,
tablesaw, or router table, straighten the
edges and reduce the width to 3Y8".
2 Using the Rear Frame Detail drawing
as a guide, cut the -7-i"-widerabbet along
the inside corner edges of the two rear
frame corners (G), to accept the rear
panel. You can do this with a tablesaw
and a standard or dado blade, but measure the plywood's actual thickness
first. The 7s" dimension is nominal, and
the thickness is likely to be slightly less.
Cut the rabbet depth so the pl1'wood
will lie flush with the edge of the frame.
3 Use the same technique as in step 2 to
cut the 7s"-wide rabbets for the side
panels in the rear frame (G) and the
front frarne (H).
4 Cut the frame corners to length. Note
that thet' get a 35" miter cut at the top
to match the roof angle.

7e"Exteriorcedar p

Gettingthe assemblyunderway
1 Drill a series of countersunk screw
holes along the vertical edges of the
sicle and rear panels, about Vz"in from
the edge. Put the end holes 2" in from
the top and bottom edges of the panels,
then space five more holes evenly
between them. Also, drill a row up the
center of the rear panel (A).
2 Glue ancl screw the rear frame corners to the rear panel. Lay this assembly
flat on a pair of sawhorses, with the
inside face up.
3 Attach the front frame corners to the
side panels with glue and screws.
4 Glue and fasten the side panels to the
other rabbets in the rear frame corners,
and brace their front edges,
5 Next, drill more collntersllnk screw
holes, this time along the bottom edges
of the siding panels. Then glue ancl fasten the floor (D) in place.
6 Glue and fasten the center clivicler (E)
to the floor and rear panel.
7 Now, cut the six shelf cleats (I) to
size. Screw the shelf cleats to the center
divider and the right side panel. tVe
spaced ours at 24",38u, and 48" above
the floor, but yoll can vary this. Don't
install the shelves Yet.
Cotttinuecl
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Build the door headerassembly
1 From solid cedar stock, cut the door
head rail (f), the door stop (K), and the
gable cleats (L, M). Glue and screw
them together, as shown in the Door
Header Detail drawing.
2 Fit the header assembly behind the
front frame corners (with its lower edge
56V8' from the bottom ends of the corners). Fasten with glue and screws.
3 Cut the galvanized metal Z-flashing to
the same length as the door head rail.
Place it in the rabbet of part J.
4 Bevel one edge of an S'-long cedar
2x4 to 35", and cut the two ridge cleats
Q{) and two roof clears (O) from it. Drill
countersunk screw holes in the front
frame corners and in the rear panel, as
shown in the Parts View drawing in the
IVOOD PATTERNSo. Then fit the front
gable, and glue and screw the cleats.

Next,up onto the roof
1 Cut the ridgeboard @) to the size and
shape shown in the Parts View drawing.
Insert it into the slots at the peak of the
gable and rear panel; then secure it with
screws driven through the ridge cleats.
2 Cut the roof fascia (Q) and fascia
cleats (R) to size and shape, and fasten
them together with glue and screws.
(See the Roof drawing.)
3 Refer to the pllwood cutting diagrams
to cut the roof panels (S). (Note that
one panel is cut whole, but the other is
pieced from two half-sections.)
4 Screw the roof panels to the fascia
assemblies; then secure each one to the
shed by fastening to the ridge cleats and
roof cleats.
5 Tack or staple a length of metal drip
edge along the bottom of each roof
panel, and cover them both with
roofer's felt. (This is an asphalt-impregnated paper that comes in a 15-lb. or 30lb. weight-either
one will do.)

Bill of Materials
Part

T

w

E a
423/q' 8 1 " PS 1 Mgable
cleat

s/su

B frontgable

s/au

411/q'

C sidepanels

5/e'

221/2' 647/a' PS

21Y2' PS

I

2 O roofcleats

21',

463/q'

Ply

3L'

21',

583/q'

Ply 1 Q rooffascia

F shelves

3/"u

21',

1Vz'

33/a'

6613/ro"

c 2

S roofpanels

11/z'

33/a'

6613/0"

c

T ridgecaps

G rearframe
corners
H frontframe
c0rners
I shelfcleats
J d* h..d r..il

tl

3/tu

1V{

11/2'

P ridgeboard

21',

3W 41yl

K doorstop

;

"/4

4u

463/q'

L g.bb rb.t

t/f

t/l

41Vl

c
c
c
c

2
6

i
1

i

L

= a

3/qu

v"'

6s/a'

c

11/z'

3/s'

21',

11/z'

33/a'

tl

8"

49"

c

41/a'

41',

c
c

a/

Va'

23', Pll, 3 R fasciacleats

G

w

T

N ridgecleats

E center
divider

D floor

a/

Finished Size

Part

(E

L

A rearpanel

3h'

41',

a/.tl

1

c 2
21', c 2
4
4

s/a'

281/z'

41', PS 2

1/z'

11/2'

32',

cl2

203/a'

56'

P S I2

U doorpanels

=,

V doorstiles

;

"/4

gw

Wdoorrails

W

31/2'

X lt'rgr.b.tt

3/,t

3W

c/B

56"
203/a'
?

ry
cl6
;T;

MaterialsKey:PS-plywood
siding,Ply-ACX
fi/pineplywood,C-westbrnredcedarl lZ crossbrace| 3tl2"| 3/2"| 48" I C | 1
Stanley
Hardware
Suppfies:
#8x11/+",
#8x112",
#8x2",#8x3,'galva- BuyingGuide:Thefollowing
substitutes)
are also
niz'e'O
Oeckscrews,
3d and7d galvanizel
box items(or appropriate
for thisprojgct,o.l3mentalspringT'
nails,/+x17e"
lagscrews,
VexS"
iagscrewswith required
ornamental
flatwashers
(2),-metal
dripedgeltitO-tt.length), hinge,(2 pr.),no.76'0890/SP1296;
3tl2"safe$
hasp(1),no.75'
7s"-offset
meiaiZ+asninj
tor-ptyi,vood
sidinflt- pulls,(2),no.1298;
5201/CD917.
Fasteners
aresupplied
witheach,
10-ft.
length).

#8 x 1't/q"deck screws

7se"shank hole,
countersunk

Shinglingthe roof
Note: Tbe first rou of sbingles is actually ttuo layers-the starter course,
tben a top course staggered at least
1t/2",to couer tbe gaps.
1 Nail the starter course shingles on
with 3d hot-dipped galvanizednails. Let
the bottom ends extend 1" past the drip
edge. The side edges should extend l"
past the fascia boards. Then nail the
double layer on top of the first.

Finished Size

#8 x 1r/c"
deck screw
7/ac"pilot hole tZ" deep

d
35" miters

ROOF

Continued
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D O O RH E A D E R

s/q"rabbet

R I D G ED E T A I L

REAR FRAME

( F R O N TV I E W )

\ t a"/o"
',

;r=-=---tErAlL

I l\ \z-Y,"

le I

t-4,-

l,l

Y ,t*.
>€
:
#B x 11/2" =---------.-.-

iedi,sb'e*s)

\.

box nails
7d-galvanized

7sz"shank holes,
countersunkon
back side
#8 x 1t/2"
deck screws

t\
35' bevels
#8 x 11/2"
deck screw

\--

#8 x 11/2"
deck screws

35'bevels
#8 x 1/2" ---*-deck screw \

{

7a"rabbet
s/q"deeP

73/a"

I
CARCASE
EXPLODEDVIEW
#8 x2" deck screws

SEETHE
INSERT
WOODPATTERNSo
PATTERN
FORFULL-SIZE

#8 x 1't/q"
deck screws

:)
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2 Clamp :r 6"-wide straightedge to the
roof, its lower eclge aligned with the
bottom eclge of each shingle course,
and use it to support and align the
next course while )'ou're nailing it in
place (See Illttstratiort C).
3 As vou near the roof riclge, cut the
tops of the shingles at a 3i" angle so
thel'butt against the ridgeboard.
4 Cut the riclge side caps (T) to size
ancl bevel one edge t<l 35". Apply a
small bead of caulk to the beveled
eclge. and press it against the riclgeboarcl. Then nail it to the roof.
5 Repeat frtr the other half of the roof.

8 \fith help from ar least one other
strong adult, lay the shecl onto sturdy
sawhorses on its back, and sight the
front face from the bottom end to
make sure there's no twist in the
assembly. Shim the back eclges if necessary, then set the cloors in place and
align them with a uniform gap around
all the edges. Now, fasten the hinges
to the front frame conlers. If the doors
bind at the center as you open and
close them, bevel the inside edges of
the frame slightly to acld clearance .
9 Install the hasp and pulls.

Buildand installthe doors

Note: If you are painting or staining
your shecl, now is tbe time to do tbat.
W'e used a solid color latex stain front
Olyrnpic for our trim (a color called
"FA LtIkIand"),
and Woltnctn
Raincoat
(in
Water Repellent
Cedartone) for the siding and doors.
1 Appl1, your stain, paint, or waterpreservative to the 4x1 stock for the
'We
posts and cross brace.
used western red cedar for its stainability, but
pressure-treated fir or pine will work
as well and may last longer.
2 Ctrt the posts (Y) at a 35' angle at
the top ends. Now center and fasten
them to the sicles of the shed. Use
#8x2" deck screws, driven from the
inside of the pllwood through to the
posts. Keep in mincl the post length
must be the total of three dimensions.
These include the length of the shed
side (64%"), the height of the shed
above ground (L2'), and the frostline
depth for your area. (For this, ask your
local building official.)
3 At the floor of the shed, measure the
span between the inside faces of the
posts. Then cut the cross brace (Z).
aru) paint/seal the end grain.
4 Fit the cross brace temporarily in
place , and drill a y'x"hole through each
post illst into the end grain of the cross
brace. Then remove the brace.

1 From the rernaining pl1'woocl siding,
cut the two cloor panels (U) to size.
Check the groove positions on the
fiont gable, ancl cut the door panels so
the,v align with that pattern.
2 Ctrt lx4 cedar stock to size for the
door stiles (V), cloor rails (W), and
hinge cleats (X).
3 Install iL ./," rla(lo blade in your tablesaw ancl set the cutting height to y'g"to
cut the half'-lap joints for the door
frames. (See the Door Frame Detail
drawing.) Make test passes in scrap
stock to tltne the fit; then cut the joints
in your stiles and rails, as shown in
Illttstration D.
4 Glue ancl clamp the door frames
together, ancl check each assembly for
square befbre leaving it to clry.
5 Drill the countersunk screw holes
irround the perimeter of each door
fian-re. Stay a little shy with the coulttersink so the screw heads won't bury
themselves too deep in the soft cedar.
6 Glue and screw the frames to the
cloor panels. Clamp them flat on a
workbench top if you can.
7 Install the hinge cleats G) at the outside corners of each door frame. Thcse
aclcl support to handle the stress at
each hinge. Then lnount the hinges to
the doors where shown.

Add the post assembly

5 Switch to a l'i"-diameter drill bit, ancl
drill a 3-4"-deep hole into each end of
the cross brace, where you "dimpled"
it earlier with the larger bit.
6 Reinstall the cross brace, and drive a
/sX8" lag screw through each post to
secure the post/brace connection.

Gettingit in the ground
1 First, dig two holes for the concrete
footings that will sllpport the shecl.
Tlrese shoulcl be l0-12" in diameter,
spaced 46" apart center-to-center,
down to the frostline. For stability, the
posts should extend at least 30" below
grade, so dig a minimum of 3' down to
allow room for a layer of crushed rock
(for drainage). Also, dig the holes
slightly cone-shaped so they taper narfower toward the top.
2 Stack several hear,y blocks or short
timbers between the footing holes, so
you have something to rest the shecl
floor on at the desired height.
3 Moving the shecl into place isn't a
complicated procedure, but the bulk
and weight require plenty of help. Ve
sllggest having four strong adults,
including yourself, on hand for this.
Aim the posts into the footing holes
and tilt the shed upright, restiltg it on
the blocks you set up earlier.
4 Shim underneath the cross brace to
get the shed level and plumb.
5 Pour crushed %" rock into each hole
until the bottom of each post is barely
covered, then tamp the rock firmly.
6 Mix concrete, and pour it around
each post, capping the footing off just
above grouncl level. Trowel a downward slope to clirect water away from
the posts. Let the concrete set up for
several days, then remove the shims
and blocks from unclerneath the shed.
Install the shelves and that's it! One
calltion. Keep a padlock on the doors
to pfevent kids from getting inside,
especially if you store sharp tools or
any chemicals.l|
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POSTDETAIL

(frontsectionview)

35" miter------ 6"

#8 x 1t/2"
deck screw

#8x2"
deck
SCTEW

DOORFRAME
DETAIL

Cedar shakes

\

(-------6"reveal on shakes

.1
EXPLODED
VIEW
#8 x 2" deck screws

\

't....-

|

2Os/a'

:@

3d-galvanized
box nails
Metaldrip-edge

neavy-duty/
s pr inghin g e

7e"shank hole

inConly;

Pull

drill a 1/q"pilol
hole 4%" depp

1/qx 13/e"lag screw

intoendot@.

/
(/

s/e"tlal
washer

;W

\

l\

12"

I

3/ax 8"
lag screw

1 / q x 13/au lag screws

Set posts in concrete
(coneshaped).

ASK BEFOREYOUBUILD
Becausemany neighborhoods have restricting building codes and/or
covenants, always seek approval from local authorities before building
any outdoof structure. And contact your utility company to establish
the location of underground pipes or cables.
proiect Design: James R. Downing
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Learn
theessentials,
Plun e-Routinq then
putyour

.SICS

knowledge
into
practice
withour
sixgreatjigs.

Plunge routers date back to
1949, when they were first
introduced in Germany by
Elu, a companry now owned
by DeValt. lt wasn't until the
early-8Os, though, that plunge
routers became widely available in North America. Today,
manufacturers
offer more
models of plunge routers than
their fixed-base brethren.
56

Whatdoesa plungerouterhavegoingfor it?

Its forte is making cuts on the interior surface (or field) of a workpiece for such
tasks as mortising, stopped dadoes, inlay, ancl sign-routing. To make field cuts
with a fixed-base machine you need to tilt the spinning bit into ancl out of the
cllt, a tricky and sometimes dicey maneuver.
With a plunge router, the motor-and-bit mechanism slides up and down on
two spring-loaded posts attached to the base. First, you preset the cutting
depth, then release a lock that raises the motor and bit to a non-cutting height.
Position the router over the cut, switch on the motor, and push it straight down
until it contacts a depth-stop. Lock the plunge, make the cut, release the lock,
and the motor and bit again spring up. You can even readjust the depth without
turning off the router, which is useful for making multiple passes on deep cuts.
WOOD Magazine
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Plunqeroutershave
their"upsand downs
Plunge routers make short work of
some tficky cuts, but don't toss out
your f ix ed- bas ed ro u te r j u s t y e t.
Here's whv:

Although they can perform many of the same duties, plunge routers look distinctly different than fixed-base routers. Beyond the motor, collet, and handles-parts common to both styles-a plunge router also has the following:
Micro-adjust
thecutting
Thisfeaturefine-tunes
'depth
with micrometer
accuracy.

oA plunge router is safer than a fixedbase model because its bit protrudes
only when cutting.
rPlunge routers typically offer more
power-up to 15 amps-and most
have variable-speedcontrol, which
fixed-base machines generally do
not. These are major considerations
i f y ou plan t o t a b l e -m o u n t y o u r
router and work with large bits,
such as panel-raisers.
oFor a t able- m ou n te d ro u te r, th e
plunge router's depth-adiustment
knobs control bit-height changes
more precisely. To take advantageof
this feature, you may need to extend
your r out er ' s he i g h t-a d i u s tm e n t
knob. Severalmanufacturers include
knob extensions with their plunge
foutefs, of you can buy an extension
for $20 or so.

o Plunge routers cost and weigh more
than fixed-base routers, and offer no
Ldvarfiageon edge cuts. If you anticipate making mostly edge cuts in
your work, you may be better off
purchasing a lighter and less expensive fixed-basetool.
r Not all plunge routers work well suspended upside down under a router
table. F alling d u s t c a n g u m u p
uns hielded plun g e -p o s ts , w h i c h
you'll need to clean periodically.
o When mounted in a table, adjusting
the bit depth of some models is an
awkward, two-handed operation.
\Ufith others, removing the plunge
mechanism springs, which makes it
e as ier t o r ais e a ta b l e -mo u n te d
router, requires dismantling the
machine's motor housing-a procedure we don't recommend.
Continued
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Plunge-Routing

BASICS
To put a plunge router through its paces, you'll need the
correct bit for the job at hand (manufacturers offer hundreds for different shapes and sizes of cuts), and some type
of guide (straightedge, template, or jig). In many cases
you'll also need guide bushings, which fit into your router's
baseplate, to follow the guide.

You can spend good money for accessoryjigs, but you
can construct your own for next to nothing. So we asked
WOODo magazine Senior Design Editor Jim Downing to
come up with jigs for six popular plunge routing tasks. (For
a more sophisticated plunge-router iig that will handle
many of the chores of these individual jigs, seepage 62.)

Mastermatchingmortiseswiththe helpof thisadjustable
jig

w
a

1 '/4

(

The trick to cutting mortises in table
legs is to precisely position the mortise on each leg and to make each
1/z.x61/ax
mortise exactly the same length. Build
the Mortising Jig as shown ^t rigltt,
r/zx1x 6tl+"plywood
and you'll be able to cut identical Vz"wide mortises time after time.
1"*
To set up a cut, mark the length and
c ent er line of t h e m o rti s e o n y o u r
workpiece. Clamp the workpiece to
the jig's base so the mortise is centered in the slot on the sliding top
21/q"
plate. Lock the plate into place with
the wing nuts. The threaded rod acts
as a stop, and allows you to adjust the
2Y4
length of the mortise-from Vz"-2/a".
Once you've locked in these settings,
t/+" slol
you can quickly transfer the jig from
2" long
one workpiece to the next.
/4" carriagebolt
1/z" long
Now, f it y ou r ro u te r w i th a
3/<"guide bushing and a /2" sttaight or
spiral-flute bit. (For the cleanest cuts,
tZ" Plywood
use an up-cut spiral for solid wood; a
down-cut spiral with plywood and
veneers.) Insert the guide bushing in
the jig's slot, turn on the power,
MORTISINGJIG
plunge, lock, and guide the router
from one end of the slot to the other.
Deep mortises will require two or
m of e pas s es - n o s w e a t, th a n k s to
your plunge fouter's turret stops.

z

58

Vzx9e/e
x 9" plywood

11" plywood

P
#g x 11/q"F.H.
H---------v
woodscrew

----1
2Y4'

7sz"shank hole,
countersunk
zZz"pilot hole
7a"deep \

1 / 2 x 3 3 / qx l l " p l y w o o d
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Forfluting,slots,and dadoes,just stop,drop,and rout
A plunge router excels at stopped cuts,
such as slots, dadoes, and flutes. For
stopped cuts in wide workpieces, such
as shelf dadoes in a bookcase, measure
from the edge of your router's baseplate
to the cutting edge of the bit. Clamp a
straightedge guide that distance from
where you want to dado, arrd a stop at
each end of the cut. (Be srre to account
for the bit-to-edge measurement on
each end of the cut, too. And, don't
assume that measurement to be the
same all the way around the base plate;
your router's collet may not be perfectly
centered within the plate.)
For narrow workpieces, such as the
one shown in the photo at rigbt, use an
edge guide that affachesto your router's
baseplate. (The circle-cutting trammel
we'll show later also makes a good edge
gurde.) Ctamp stopblocks at the ends of
the cut as before.

Usingthisjig is the keyto well-hungshelvesand frames
A sturdy way to hang items such as
pictufe and mirror frames,.shelves,
and plaques, keyhole slots can spell
trouble if they aren't exactly the same
distance from the top of the project.
You can go nuts offsetting the wall

The keyhole-routing iig belout,
devised by WOODA maga;zinereader
Don Thomas and modified by reader
Luther $flilliamson, consistg of a frame
that fits youf fouter's base: The router
rides on the rabbets on eaChrail.

7s" rabbet
th" deep

9/t6"

:):
3/+'

V+"hole,
countersunk
th'-20 threaded
insert

1Y2" I
R

9/16"

)^-

JIG
KEYHOLE-ROUTING
MOVABLESTOP

Widthof routei
base +2th"

(
11/2'

Continued
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from the top of the frame. After setting the stop, center and clamp the iig
to one of the vertical frame Pieces,
place the router at the near end of the
iig, plunge with a keyhole bit, slide it
to the far end, then back out of the
cut. Repeat the process on the other
vertical frame piece.

I

Plunge-Routing

BASICS
Routingwithtemplates:
Function
followsform
With template routing, a shop-made
pattern guides your router along cuts
for making signs, shallow bowls, or
trays. You also can use templates for
carving lettering in wooden signs.
One big advantage to template routing is that once you make the template, you can use it again and again
to create absolutely identical cuts.
First, make a template-usually
of
/t" hatdboard or Vz" plywood-of
the
pattern you wish to rollt. Because
you'll use a guide bushing to steer the
router through the cut, you'll need to
cut the template pattern slightly larger
than the finished pattern. How much
larger? Subtract your router bit diameter from that of the guide bushing,
and divide the difference by two. Adcl
that measufement to all sides, then
cut out the template with your bandsaw of scrollsaw, removing the template pieces you want to remove from
the workpiece.
Clamp or affix the template with
double-faced tape to the workpiece,
rout clockwise around the perimeter
of the template, then clean out the
center with back and forth passes.

Here's another neat way to Llse a
template and guide bushing with your
plunge router. When you need to
bore a series of identically spaced
holes, such as for shelf pins, make a
template like the one shown at rigbt
and belotu, and you'll do the job more
efficiently and chip-free, even in
melamine. Size the template holes to
accommodate the guide bushing. (We
used a 7r" bushing with a /+" (Lownspiral bit.) Nore: Bore the holes
befbre assembling the cabinet.

1/2"plywood
7se"shank hole,
countersunk

t/z x 1" stock

%s

t/z x 1" stock

(

7o+"pilot hole
t,/2"deep

HOLE.ROUTING
JIG

#8 x 1" F.H.woodscrew

Swinga wide arc,or makecompactdiscs
Here we offer two ways to help your
plunge router get around. \)fith the
Disc-Routing Jig, shown at far rigbt,
you can use different combinations of
bits and bushings to cut any cliameter
disc from 2VB-6" ir7 Vs"increments.
Make the template as shown, using a
fly-cutter in your drill press. Because
the size of the template holes must be
exact, make sure to test each cut in
scrap first. To avoid chip-out in the
finished cuts, cut the holes to about
half of their depth, flip over the template, place the center bit into its
hole, and complete the cut. you'll
find the minicharts (showing which
bit and bushing to use) for each template hole in the WOOD pATTERNSa
insert in this issue.
For routing larger circles and arcs,
build and outfit your router with the
Circle-Cutting Trammel, shown at

rigbt and oppctsite, that cuts circles
up to about 72" in diameter. The iig's
two steel rods slide into the router's
subbase, as shown belotu.
Set the radius of your arc or circle by
measuring from the cutting edge of
the bit to the center pin on rhe jig,
and lock in the radius using the
threaded knobs. Insert the pin into a

predrilled hole at the center of the
workpiece, and use the trammel like a
giant compass. With thicker or harder
stock, yoll may need to make this cut
in several progressively deeper passes.
Leery about drilling a center hole
that might mar your project? Drill ancl
cut from the back or underside of the
workpiece.?

-1

Raisepanels
witha plunge

ffii#ffffM
technique is limited to making raised

I

ff#*ffiff*p
the back of the frame capture the
panel. And to keep the fouter from
tipping toward the field and ruining
DalIlE

4D

LlllLll,ltgDD

:::,tr;:i::,::t'r's
double-faced tape.

Llrf-

5,ur\rr-J

L\,,

VaxisAax3i/;,
hardboardspline 31/a"

\rll\,

(

with -/rz otrqlr^"v'e' '1,
base
'
1::'
_tgrLpre,\1
-so)
countersunk
r
--Y"

%
wemadethesecutswithaJvu||tE|w|,^\'.|7'.%/z,,deepl/z',deep

r/a"slots

]i:iilPl?

t

plunge-ogeebit,butyoucould1.....<','%.1Doub|e{acedtape3/qX3/ax24''c|6a|)

r:fff:,1'.#;."
.(;iF€1",ff:i:::,'uooon

;11il::,:lii1T-+'i::[',1'#
create bevels and coves up to

'' ^ "' '
)
Y
3/qx3/t
x 30"cleat
/84<
7oi"pitothoter/2"deep
V

lVz" wide with bigger, 3Vz'
raised-panelcutters, but these

PANEL-ROUTING GUIDES

are best used in a router table.

1/a"rod 17a" long,
ground to a point

t/z"plyryoodor MDF

t/a"plasticknob
th'-20

threadedinsert
3/a" hole 7a"deep

i\

'iJ-F
t/+" hole

j""
43/q"

/+" steel rod
36" long

233/q"

CIRCLE.CUTTING
TRAMMEL

JIG
DISC-ROUTING

1't/z"hole
t/ez" deep

Mini-charts
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pend a moment studying the illustrations and photos
C
here, and you'll soon tealize how this versatile lig rct"
^\
you quickly and accurately set up all sorts of plunge
\J
router cuts. Its features include:
. An adiustable fence for routing dadoes, rabbets,
and gfooves.
. A bench-mount attachment and vertical fence for
plunge-routing
mortises in the edge of stock.
. Simple accessory that turns the jig into a trammel
for routing circles, ellipses, and other cunred cuts.
Now, lets build this super iig and its components.

1I
edgeguide
Adjustable
for variablewidth
dadoesand grooves.

B A S I CJ I G
With end fence
for crosscuts.

Withedge
fencefor

ADJUSTMENTSTOPS

3

BENCHMOUNT

Attachmentfor
with{he-grain,
crossgrain,edge,
and end cuts.

With clamp-onfence
for edge mortising
frames,etc.

See alternate
fence
configurations.
hold-down

45" fence position
usedto cut spline
slots,mortisesetc.
in the end of
miteredparts.

Startwith the basiciig
Note: Tbe beart of our plunge router
jig is an adjustable frame with
clamp-on stops and an end,/edge
fence. Use tbis basic jig on its ou)n or
in combination
tuith the benchmount a.ccessory.
1 Cut the ends (A, B) and guide rails
(C, D) to the sizes dimensioned in the
Bill of Materials and Basic Jig Parts
View drawing, page 64
2 Using a V<"dado blade in your tablesaw, cut Y<"-deepgrooves in the ends
(A, B), as shown in the Exploded
View drawing on page 65. Now rabbet tenons on the ends of the guide
rails (C, D) to fit the grooves in ends
http://www.wooclmagazine.com

ALTERNATEFENCE
CONFIGURATIONS

(A, B). Bear in mind that rail (D) must
slide, so you don't want a tight fit.
3 Ctrt W" dadoes across the bottoms of
end (A) and rail (C), where shown on
the Basic Jig Parts View drawing.
Later, steel rods that guide the fence
will lock into these dadoes.
4 Cut the radiused corners on ends
(A, B) as dimensioned on the Basic Jig
Parts View drawing. CMe used a bandsaw, and sanded to the lines.)
5 Use a drill press with a fence and
stopblocks to drill holes in the end (A)
and rails (C, D), where located on the
Parts View drawing. To make the
slots, drill several holes and clear out
stock between them with a chisel.

90" fence position
usedto cut spline
slots,mortises,etc.
in the end of
right-angleparts.

6 Install threaded inserts in the end
(A) and rail (C), where shown on the
Basic Jig Exploded View drawing.
7 Glue the ends (A, B) to rail (C).
8 Cut the.two bottom panels (E) from
Vi" hardboard. Drill and countersink
holes, where shown on the Parts
View drawing. Epo>ry V<xlVz" flathead
machine screws to one panel, as
shown in the Basic Jig Exploded View
drawing. These project through slots
in the adjustable guide rail (D).
9 Attach the bottom panels (E) to the
glued-up (A/B/C) assembly with glue
and wood screws. (Remember that
paft D is an adjustable part.)
Continued
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Next,build the fenceand stops
1 Cut the fence (F) and fence rail (G)
to the sizes shown in the Basic Jig
Parts View drawing. Bore a centered
./<"-diameter hole t/.i" in along the edge
of the fence; then remove stock with
a chisel or bandsaw to create a notch.
2 Use a drill press with a fence ancl
stopblocks to drill holes in the fence

1/c"

and fence rail, where indicated on the
Parts View drawing.
3 Glue ancl screw the rail to the fence,
and install threaded inserts in the rail
where shown.
4 Cut two W" steel rods 12" long. To
mount the fence to the basic jig, you
slide the rods through holes in the
fence rail (G) and end (A) or guide rail

(C). Tightening machine screws
through the threaded inserts locks the
fence into position.
5 To make the stopblocks, refer to the
Stopblock Detail that accompanies the
Basic Jig Exploded View drawing. Cur
two stopblocks (H) and four clamp
pads (L K) to the sizes indicated in
the detail drawing.

shankhole,countersunk

lr-16"7e" hofes t/2" deep

^1'-l

t

1shz"(__^_.ill!r"

ll
LI
-31/4'-4
l<--

6i/2"

1"

1_ FRoNrrvrEW
s/a"hole t/2" deep
3/qu

I
------4

I

t/a" dado't/q"

deep

Vq"

BASICJIG
PARTSVIEW

4u

_t

tl
2" ;'

*Holes

are in@only.

counteiJuntiJi'oottor

@

Lr@
Vz"- !)-a

7ez"shank holes,countersunkon bottom

I

@

4',.

41/a'

2',

f

/+" slots g/q"long

/o'\

t/+" rabbets
t/q" deep

r/a"dados 1/4"deepon bottom

l?--97/a"

97/a'_____1

2',

fr

7e" holes t/2" deep

10"-----------l
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Bill of Materials

6 Drill a ./s" hole completely through
pads (K). Drill t/<" holes V<" deep in
pads (D. Install V<"threaded inserts in
the pads (K).
7 Cut the stopblock tops (I); then drill
and countersink holes where shown
in the detail. (Note: We initially
made tbe stopblock tops of Vt" hardboard, but found they tended to

buckle uthen tbe stops are tightened.
For best results, u.se t/<" aluminum
bar stock, auailable at your local
bome center.)
I Assemble the stopblocks with glue
and screws, then drive machine
screws through the threaded inserts
and into thre V<"holes.
Continued

CUTTINGDIAGRAM

3/+x 51/zx 48" Maple

plywood,
BP-birch
MaterialsKey: M-maple,
aluminum
stock
AL-%"
H-hardboard,
Cotttinuedon pdge 61

1/qx 24 x 48" Hardboard
1 1 A a x 3 1 / z x 2 4M
" aple
11/2"

*Planeor resaw
to the thickness
l i s t e di n B i l l o f
Materials

#8 x s/t"
F.H. wood screw-*

I

7gz"shank hole.

countersunk51
t/q" hole 1/4" deep

z/o+"pilot hole
1/2"deep

3/qx 24 x 48" Birch plywood

3/a"hole

7a" hole t/2" deep
7e" hole
1/2"deep

E N DF E N C E

f<-V4"

R.H. machine screw 3/4"long

-20 threadedinsert
1/q"
a 't/q"dados
1/a"-20
1+"deep
readed inse

STOPBLOCK
t/q'flat washer

\

t/+"steel rod
12" long

1/q"grooie
t/q" deeg

1/+,,nul

t/q" slot s/q" long
t/a" dadoes
1/4"deep

#8x11/q'F.H.
wood screw

BASICJIG
EXPLODEDVIEW

t/q" hole,

t/q"rabbets
t/+"deep

untersunk

sAz"shank hole,
countersunkon bottom
1/a"F.H. machinescrew
1t/z"long,epoxiedinto part@
http ://www.woodmagazine.com

Creating mortises in workpieces goes
quickly and precisely with this jig setup.

Bench-mount
your iig
to makeit more hardworking
Note: Tbe bencb-mounting system
consists of a stool you clamp or bolt
to your bencbtop, a uertical fence
guide tbat screus to tbe stool, a
clamp-on fence tbat slides up and
down tbe guide cbannels and adjusts
to any angle, and a bold-dotttn tbat
locks stock against tbe guide.
1 From 3/<"plywood, cut the fence
guide (L), stool top (M), stool bortom
(N), stool sides (O), and clamp-on
fence G) to the sizesdimensioned on
the B enc h- M ou n t Ex p l o d e d Vi e w
drawing, belou.t,and the Bench-Mount
PartsView drawing.

2 Lay out holes in each part, then drill
and countersink where shown. (Note:
To accurately locate holes for tbe
tbreaded inserts in tbe stool top, posit'ion tbe fence (F) you'ue already
made ouer tbe stool top, mark and
drill tbe holes, tben install tbe tbreaded inserts.)
3 Assemble the stool parts (M,N,O)
with glue and screws.
4 Mount a dado blade on your tablesaw's arbor and cut r3Ae"-wide
grooves
't/te"
deep in the fence guide (t) and
clamp-on fence G). To complete the
grooves, cut two pieces of minichannel
to 16" long and one to 20" long.
5 The mini-channels attach to the
fence guide and clamp-on fence with
flathead machine screws and T-nuts,
as shown in the MiniChannel detail
on the Exploded View drawing. To
assure that the holes exactly align
calls for some more precision drillpress work. Fit the channels into the
grooves, and mark which goes where.
Next, drill and countersink 1%zr',
holes,
spaced J/2" on center, through the
channelsand workpieces.

6 Ifhen al t the hol es ar e dr illed,
remove the mini-channels and chuck
a5/e"bit into your drill press. Turn the
workpieces over, center the bit on
the I /et" holes, and d.till ltz,, dee p
recess holes in parts L and p to
accommodate the T-nuts. (The T-nuts
w e used w ere a l i ttl e l o ng, so we
shortened them on the grinder.)
7 To install the T-nuts, we trimmed a
Vz"dowel to about 6" long and tapped
13/6"-

-13/t6"

--

-1t

2" l rF-

p{_

1 2"

16'___________-]
3/e"holes t/z" deep
(for threaded inserts)

BENCH.MOUNT
PARTSVIEW

--l

t-

l<-

8"

{rr+

2" 7-

31/a'

1/+"F.H. machinescrew
1"long

16"----!
7se"shankholes,countersunk

1/q'-20 threadedinsert
13/'t6"

51h'

s/se"
shank hole,
countersunk

SEETHE
WOODPATTERNSo
INSERT
FORFULL.SIZE
PATTERN

# 6 x t h " F . H .m a c h i n es c r e w

7/ac"pilot hole tZ" deep

Mini-channel
3/a"square-headbolt
1 6 "l o n-o
1t/2"long
Mini-channel
20" long
s/e",3-wing
11/2'
7e"square-headbolt
)
12e/s2,,plasticknob
1t/z" long

#8 x 11/4F
' .H
wood screw

)

%.
s/sz"T-nrJl

s/8"hole

13lro"
groovgs%
z/ta"deep

HOLD-

#6x/+" F.H.
machinescrew
Tro"slot
3%e"long

BENCH.MOUNT
EXPLODED
VIEW

3/e",3-wing
plastic knob

N:

STOPBLOCK

Sand surfaceflat.
3/a",3-wing
plastic knob

3/e"square-headbolt
4t/2" long
3/+"dowel1t/2" long

s/e"hole

the nuts in place, setting them slightly
below the surface. Now rePosition
the channels, and screw them in.
I Screw the fence guide (L) to the
stool assembly through the pilot holes
you drilled in Step 2.
9 To make slots in the clamp-on fence
(P), drill several Zo" holes and remove
stock between them with a chisel (or
use a scrollsaw). Mount the fence to
the fence-guide channels with squarehead bolts and three-wing plastic
knobs, as shown in the ExPloded
View drawing. The bolt heads slide
along the channels.
10 To make a stopblock for this
fence, cLrt V<"hardboard or aluminum
(Q) to lYzx5./<", and glue it to two
-t/tx./<x7Vz"pieces of maple (R), as
shown in the Exploded View drawing.
11 Drill ay's" hole in the stopblock, as
dimensioned on the drawing, slide a

7s" square-head bolt into the minichannel, fit the stopblock over the
bolt, and screw on a three-wing plastic knob.
12 Ctrt two pieces of t/,,x3x5'/+" blrch
pllurood. Install a 3/t" dado set in your
tablesaw, raise it to V,i",and cut the
centefed 1" dado, where shown in the
WOOD PATTERNSo. Now to create
the hold-down (S) laminate the two
7<"pllnvood pieces together and apply
the hold-down pattern. Drill the 7<"
hole where shown, and bandsaw the

Bill of Materials

,
P"n

lriqslegsgqjdl.

ffi516
MOUNT
BENCH

guide
L fence

r/4

M stooltop

3h'

N stoolbottom vi'
O stoolsides
P clamp-on
tence

to

16- BP

I

svi'

to

BP 1

B

to

BP

cf4

BP

z

1

3/^'

3h'

4yi'

20' B P

Q stopblock

1/tu

11/z'

53/c'

H stopblock

r/4

3h'

11/z'

S hold-down

11/z'

With this special circle-iig attachment,
you can rout arcs and circles in large
workpieces such as sheet goods.

hold-down to shape. Cut a t/+xlVz"
dowel to fit into the hold-down's
notch. Sand the dowel flat on one
side, and drill a 7b" hole through it.
Slide the head of a /ex4Vz" square-head
bolt into the fence's mini-channel, and
thread on a three-wing plastic knob.

Adaptthe jig to cut circles
Note: Just one small accessor)/ turns
the jig into a giant compass for routing circles, arcs, At'td other curt)es.
1 Cut part (T) to the dimensions
shown on the Circle-Cutting Jig
Exploded View drawing, belou.t.
2 Lay out and drill holes where indicated on the drawing. To make sure
the rod holes will align, place the part
up against the end (A) to doublecheck before you drill. Install threaded inserts and machine screws to lock
the iig to the steel rods and a wood
screw to serve as a centerpoint.
3 For circles Llp to lLVz" in diameter,
use the basic iig's steel rods. If you
want to rout larger circles, cut new
rods to the length you need.
Vritten byJim Hufnagel
Photographs : Hetherington Photography
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

AUH 1
M

z

Ss/a' BP 1

CICRLE
JIG
T circlejig

1

I

81/z'

M

l

plywood,
M a t e r i a lK
s e y :M - m a p l eB, P - b i r c h
stock
AL-1/q'
aluminum
H-hardboard,
t/c20threaded
(12);/+x/i"roundinserts
Supplies:
1/qx11/q"
machine
roundhead
headmachine
screws;
1/cx11/2"
tlalwoodscrews;
#Bxs/a'
flathead
screws;
h e a dm a c h i nsec r e w sf ,l a tw a s h e rasn dn u t s ;
%x12"steelrods(2);
llathead
woodscrews;
#Bx1t/q"
7/16v13/6"
t/+x1"
mini-chan'
flathead
machine
screws;
machine
screws;
#6x%"flathead
nel;%2"T-nuts;
3/ax11/2"
machine
bolts(3);3/ax41/2"
square-head
dowel;
7a"4-wing
machine
bolt;%x1%"
square-head
plastic
knobs(3).
BuyingGuide
described
all hardware
kit. Includes
Hardware
ppd.Askforkit#PRJ.
plusaluminum,
above,
$46.95
plyBalticbirchandhardboard
Lumberkit.Includes
ppd.Kit#LP-2.
andSons
Schlabaugh
wood,
$26.95
Kalona,
lA 52247,
or
Woodworking,
72014thStreet,
call800/346-9663.
http ://www.woodmagazinc. com
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I found myself in a predicafilsnf-nef
having enough beds for my kids and
their children when they stopped by
for an overnight visit. My wife and I
liked the idea of a day bed, but all we
could find were either fancy brass or
painted metal ones. I got the bed I really wanted by buying an inexpensive
trundle bed, salvaging the mattress
frames from it, and building a custom
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t/e"-thickinlay
3" hole /e" deep
1/+"groove 1/2"deep,

centeredalong
bottomedge

7a"rabbets
t/a"deep on
frontand
back edges

TENON
AND
GROOVE
DETAIL

lr''
'
7e" holes

,^',,",i?4,) Beginby cuttingand machining

e/q"deep

l'/2 3"

21',

the back and end frames

7a" holes
7a" deep,
spaced 3"

apart

tZ" tenon t/2" long
on both ends
t/a" grooves 1/2"deep,

centeredalongboth edges
11/2"

Note: Before starting tltis proiect,
tnake sure )/ou baue your tnetal trundle bed frames bcntdlt to cttstotn-fit
the wooden back and encl frcnnes to
tbem. Tbe ouerall length of the back
frame sbould ntatch the lengtlt of tlte
upper bed frame utitbot'tt tbe legs
that cttne with the becl. Befrtre
remouing tbe legs frorn tbe Purcbased trundle becl, rneasure tbe
height of tbe upper becl frarne. Wen
connecting tbe upper rrtetal becl
frame to the end frcun€S y671'vs ctbottt
to build, you tnust ctllotu sttfJicient
clearance for the louter" becl frarne
ancl mattress to slide in and out easily beneatb tbe uPPer becl frcune.

t/a"groove l/2"deeP,
centeredalongtop edge

BACK FRAME
7+"rabbets
t/a"deep

/a" tgnon
t/2" long

3"

'-treruor.t

,2.{tou"DETAIL
r/2" deep

Te"counterbore
t/q"deep with a
s/se"hole
centeredinside
FRONT
Applysiliconesealantto centerof panel
only. Do not glue entireedge into grooves.
/q" tenon t/2" long

1/q'-20 threadedinserts
zAa"holet%0"deeP

END FRAME
(2 needed,insideface shown)

3s/+"1
\

1 From .7.i"stock, cut the back-frame
parts (A-F) ancl end-frame parts (G-M)
to the sizes listed in the Bill of materials. OVe used cherry, but white oak
would work well with this missionlike design. To make panels, E, F, ancl
L we edge-joined Vz"stock to create
oversizecl panels. After leaving each
we
panel glue cl-up overnight,
removed the clamps, ancl sancleclboth
surf-acesof each panel smooth. Next,
we cut the panels to the sizes listecl in
the Bill of Materials.)
2 For connectillg the back frame t<t
the end frames later, mark the centerpoints for the four -7s"holes Vz" deep
on the inside face of each rear stile
(G), where dimensionecl on the Parts
View drawing. Use your clrill press to
drill the holes where markecl.
3 Cut or rout %" grooves /2" cleep centered along the bottom eclge of the
top rails (A, I), the top eclge of the bottom rails (8, J), and the edges of the
stiles (C, D, G, H, K), where shown on
the Back and Encl Frzrme drawings. See
the Tenon and Groove cletail accolllpanying the Back Frame clrawing for
reference. Note that the /-i" grooves in
the end frame stiles (G, H) are
stopped 2Vz" from the bottom end of
each. (To ensttre flr.rsh sttrfaces when
assembling the frames later, we
marked what woulcl be the goocl, or
outside, face of each piece ancl placecl
the marked faces against the fence
when machining the grooves.)
Corttirtttecl
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Deluxe Dry Bed
4 Using a dado blade on your tablesaw, cut tenons on the ends of the
stiles (C, D, K) and the rails (I, J) to fit
into the W grooves just cnt. Cut scrap
stock first to verify the fit.
5 Cut 3/<"rabbets t/s" deep along the
front and back edges of each panel (E,
F, L) so the panels will fit easily into
the W grooves formed earlier. See the
Back and End Frames drawings for reference. \f/ith sandpaper wrapped
around a square-edged block of wood,
sand the rabbeted cuts smooth. Finishsand each panel now.
6 To ensure that unstained or unfinished areas won't Lppear between the
framework and panels later, stain and
finish each panel (E, F, L) now. OVe
left our panels unstained, but applied
two coats of Deft clear lacquer.)
7 Using afairing stick (we cut a piece
of stock to V4x3/1x80"),lay out and cut
the arcs along the top edge of the
back top rail (A) and the bottom edge
of the lower side rails (). See the Parts
View drawing for reference. Bandsaw
the arcs to shape, and sand the arcs
smooth using sanding blocks made
from the arc-shaped cut-off.
8 As an optional decoration, use a
Forstner bit to bore a 3" hole Va" deep
into the back top rail, where shown
on the Parts View drawing. You can
add our nautical-based design, create
your own, or omit this detail. To add
our emblem, use /s" stock and the
four-step Adding the Inlay drawing.

Now,assemblethe pieces
to form the frames
Note: To secure tbe panels (E, F, L) in
tbe frames in Step I belous, place a
bead of silicone sealant in tbe center
top and bottom portion (about a 2"
area is sufficient) of tbe mating rails.
Tbis allous tbe panels to expand and
contract uitbin tbe grooued openings.
Using silicone allotls the panels to
expand and contract utitbin tbe
frames, yet preuents a "rattling" fit.
1 Dry-fit each frame together to check
the fit of all the pieces. Then, glue and
clamp each frame together, checking
for square. tXripe off any excess glue
with a damp cloth.
2 Place /s" dowel centers in the four
-/a"holes in one of the end frame back
stiles (G). Clamp the end frame ro rhe
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back frame so the top end of C is flush
with the top end of G, where shown
in the Notch detail accompanying the
Exploded View drawing. This will
transfer the hole centerpoints from
the rear stile (G) to the back frame
stile (C) and bottom rail (B). Use a
doweling jig to dnll /a" holes 3/4"deep
in the end frame pieces where indented with the dowel centers.
3 Temporarily clamp the end frames
to the back frame. Position the upper
bed frame between the end frames.
(Use books or blocks to hold it at the
correct height.) Using the metal frame
as a guide, mark the centerpoints for
the threaded inserts on the inside face
of the stiles (G, H) on each end frame.
Remove the upper bed frame, and
drill tAe" holes rtAe" deep for the
inserts. Remember tbat tbe upper
frame needs to be tbe same beigbt as
it utas utben attached to tbe leg set it
came utitb uthen you bought it.
4 Drive the V<"-ZOthreaded inserts into
the stiles (G, H). (tffe used a large
screwdriver and took our time to
make sure the inserts drove squarely
into the wood front and rear stiles.)
5 Cut eight /s" dowels to lW' long (or
use dowel pins). Sand a chamfer on
the ends of each dowel pin, and cut a
glue groove if you cut yours from
dowel stock. Glue the dowels into the
backframe only.
6 Cut the side panel cover strips (M),
armrests (N), and corbels-also called
amrest supports-(O)
to size. See the
Parts View drawing for the shapes of
the armrests and corbels.
7 Glue and clamp the cover strips (M)
into position, flush with the outside
face of each side frame.
8 Locate and drill the 3/s"holes W'
deep with a s/tz" shank hole, centered
inside through the front stile (H), ro
house the screws used to secure the
corbels (O) in position. Glue and
screw the corbels to the sides of the
end frames, keeping the top edges
flush. After the glue dries, cut /s"
plugs and glue them into place, being
careful to align the grain of the plugs
with that of the stiles.
9 Notch the armrests (N) to fit around
the back fame, where shown in the
Notch detail accompanying the
Exploded View drawing.
Continued

Bill of Materials
Finished Size
W
L

Part

T

G

E

a

BACKFRAME
A toprail

3/t'

B bottomrail

3/c'

Jf2

C endstiles

34',

31/z'

D center
stiles
E.outside
oanels Vz'
F-center
oanel V2
a/

ll

6'

761/a'

1

761/e'

a
I

''|
6"
I

Qtr

C

tc

217/e' 141sAa"EC
tt

z

2

Fil

I

141s/ta"EC

I

ENDFRAMES
G rearstiles

3h'

41/z'

30/e"

H frontstiles

3/c'

33h',

30t/a'

I toprails

Y4"

31/2'

333/a'

J bottom
rails
K center
stiles

3/4'

133/e' 333/s'

3/tu

31/z'

L- panels

t/

z
z

c
EC

113h',

z
z.
I

1554a" 11ttAa"EC 4

M strips

3/q'

11/t'

301/a'

z

ARMRESTS
ANDCORBELS
N armrests

3h'

0 corbels

3h'

o

443/c'

z

c

z

133/e' 747/a' E U

1

41/z'

o

FRONTPANEL
P frontpanel

34',

SUPPORTS
Q braces
R cleats

3h'
1/

tl

91/z'

91/z'

EC 2

1

83h'

2

S cleats
vi'
91/q'
z
-Cutpartsmarked
withan * oversized.
Trimto finishedsizeaccording
tothehow{oinstructions.
Materials
Key:C-Cherry,
EC-edge-joined
cherry.
3h'

Suppfies:
#Bx1r/t"
and#8x1%"
flathead
wood
thx2"llalhead
screws,
machine
screwswith%"
(4\,yi'-20threaded
nutsandwashers
inserts
with
8-1/tx5/a"
roundhead
machine
screws
andflatwashe r s( 8 ) ,% " d o w epl i n s1 t l " l o n g( 8 ) ,s i l i c o n e
sealant,
stain(ifdesired),
clearfinish.
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BACKFRAME

/e" plugs s/6" long

Te" hole
1/2"deep

l/'----#B

rc

7e" hole s/q"deep

s/e"dowelpins
1 7 a "l o n g ,

x 11/2"
F.H.wood screw
7e"counterboretZ" deep

with a 5/sz"hole
centered inside

7/aq"pilot hole 7a" deep

\ a

1/zxs/q"

#B x 1 1/z'F.H. wood screw

\

notch
Vq'-2Othreadedinserls

uU-lJl*-O
\("
\t/a

\e
\\e

x 78"R.H. machinescrewswith flat washers

SUPPORT

U P P E RB E D F R A M E

413/a"

L O W E RB E D F R A M E
tZ" round-overson
theseedges-only
747/e"
't/a"
hole, countersunk

EXPLODED
VIEW

tZ" holes
tZ" nut and
flatwasher

No round-over

s/sz"
holes,countersunk

#B x 11/q'F.H.wood screws

CUTTINGDIAGRAM
J

J

3/qx51/zx72"
Cherry(3 needed)

3 / q x 7 1 / qx 9 6 " C h e r r v

1 / 2 x 7 1 / qx 9 6 " C h e r r y
3/qx 71/ax 96" Cherry

o o
1/zx71/c x 48" Cherry

1 / 2 x 7 1 / qx 9 6 " C h e r r y

@

@

/A
\L/

F

@

//A

ll/

3/qx 91/qx 96" Cherry

1/2x71/q
x 96" Cherrv

3/qx51/z
x 96" Cherry(2 needed)

3/cx 91/qx 96" Cherrv

http ://rvww.

woo clmaga zi uc. c onr

3/cx51/z
x 96" Cherry

Dehrxe Dry Bed
10 Glue, clamp, ancl screw the armrests orlto the top eclge of each end
frame. keeping the back encl of each
armrest flush with the back eclge of
the end fiame. Make sure the annrests
extencl /2." over the irrsicle eclge of
each encl fiame.

Finalassemblyrequires
a helperor two
1 Finish-sancl ancl seal the back frame
and end fiarnes. (We usecl three coats
of Deft clear laccluer, re-coating the
raisecl panels on the last application.
We then followecl with a co:rt of
Minwax Finishing Wax appliecl with
0000 steel wool.)
2 To assemble the becl, start b1, laying
one encl frame on the f'loor, making
sure to protect it from scratches.
Stand the metal upper becl fi'ame on
end with a helper's assistance, lining
up the bolt holes. Threacl bolts with
washers through the metal becl framc
into the inserts in the woocl encl
frame. Finger-tighten the bolts. Next,
position the back fame against the encl
frame on the floor, fitting the protrucling clowels from the back frame into
the end frame. Carefully, fit the
remaining encl frame in place on top.
Thread the bolts (with washers)
through the rnetal bed fiame into the
wood end fame. Finger-tighten these
bolts as well. Now, slowll' lower the
assembled bed onto the floor on its
feet. Finish tightening the bolts.

Adding the
front panel
1 \ r r it h t he up p e r a n d
lower mattfesscs o11
their metal frames, slide
the lower bed frame
into position under
the upper bed frame.
To cletermine the
length of the front
panel (P), measure
the opening between
the sicle frame cover
strips (M) ancl clecluct
/s" on each encl or lr'r"
overall for clearance.
2 Cut the front panel (P)
to width and length. Using
the fairing stick you usecl
earlier, lay out the arc
'7)

along the bottom eclge of the panel.
Cut the arc to shape and sand smooth.
flVe used a banclsaw with a helper to
slrpport the long piece of stock.)
3 To secure the front panel (P) to the
lower becl frame, cut the braces (Q)
ancl cleats (R, S) to size. Glne and
screw the vertical cleats (S) flush with
the front eclge of the front panel
braces (Q). Glue ancl clamp the horizontnl cleats (R) flush with the bottom
of the braces.
4 Clamp the brace assemblies (Q, R,
S) to the lower bed frame. Make sure
the braces extend out far enough to
clear any hardware along the front
eclge of the bccl fiame when the front
panel (P) is attachecl later. Drill th"
holes through the braces, cleats (R),
and metal becl fiame. Countersink the

FULL-SIZE
INLAY
PATTERN

ontside face of the braces for V+" flathead machine screws. Bolt the braces
to the lower bed frame.
5 Nfith the lower bed frame and mattress rolled underneath the upper bed
frame, position the front panel (P) so
the top edge of P aligns with the top
edge of the two bottom rails ([) in the
end frames. Clamp the front panel to
the vertical brace cleats (S). Slide the
lower bed frame out, and screw the
cleats to the backside of the front
panel. Do not glue so the front panel
can be adjusted later if necessary.
6 After final fitting, remove the /+"
front-panel brace-mounting machine
screws, finish-sand the parts, and
apply the finish to the front panel
assembly. Later, reattach the front
panel to the lower bed frame.lF

7e" counterbore 1/q"deep with
a s A e "s h a n k h o l e c e n t e r e d i n s i d e

A D D I N GT H E I N L A Y
PARTSVIEW

STEP1
stock---Usilg./.a"-thick
(andfull-sizeinlay
/
pattern),scrollsaw
and assemble
the fourcorner
sections.

Locationof

@

BRACE

r'-]

(2 needed)

301/a"

-Dimensions
maycnange
depending
on your
bedframe.

3"
* 147/s"

l-rr
Location
of@

f-^
REARSTILE

U)

F R O N TS T I L E
(2 needed)

(2 needed)

747/a'

Dry-fitthe four sectionsintothe
3" holein the trundlebed backframe.

I

Markcurveusinga fairingstrip.

133/e"

l_

3774a"

1/q"groove't/2"deep,
c e n t e r e da l o n g
bottom edge

3" hole t/a"deep

3BtAa

I

I

-I
.t

761/e"

fourmaple
Cut andfit the remaining
parts.Gluein placewhenyou are
satisfiedwiththe fit.

@

BACKFRAMETOP RAIL

Markcurvesusing
a fairingstrip.

----J

I
7e" counterbote t/q" deep
with a 7sz"hole centered inside

@

To make a fairing stick
Cut a scrappieceof stockto
x 80" long.
/+"-thickx 7+"-wide
Lay out and markthe curves
usingthe fairingstickandthe
shown.
dimensions

1/q"groove1/2"deep,
centered along top edge

ARMREST
(2 needed)

%" tenon
%" longon
bothends

Afterthe glue dries,borea 3/+"hole,
7a"deepcenteredon the inlay.Cut,
fit,and gluea walnutdiskintohole.
Sandthe entireassemblvflush.

"rL

Markcurveusinga fairingstrip.

Te
END FRAMEBOTTOMRAIL
(2 needed)
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Our fesfs do more
than iust scratch
k th'e surface

,,a

Sandingon acrylic
provides an excellent
method of determining 'i
scratch patterns,
See the results :
on page 76. d*

;.rr -

Saying goodbye to old friends
can be hard. But that's iust
what many woodworkers
have done by saying so long
to their belt sanders and finsanders
ishing (orbital-onlp
in favor of a random-orbit
sander. And why not? No single tool hogs off wood, and
imparts a smooth, scratchfree surface, better than a
random-orbit sander.
So which model should You
buy? In our tests of L2
machines with 5" pads, w€
diffound key performance
ferences you need to know
about before plunking down
your hard-earned cash.

Fas|..fag,fs*66Fsif

b

. Random-orbit
sandersworkfasterand leaveless-conspicuous
scratchesthanorbit-onlyfinishsanders(thekindthattypically
use1/2,Ys,or % sheetof sandpaper).
stockremoval
r Palm-griprandom-orbit
sandersexcelat controllable
make
versions
Side-handle
corners.
and
edges,
surfaces,
on small
fastworkof removinglotsof materialon flat surfaces.
r High-quality
sanderslastlongerand speedyourworkbecause
they saveyou a sandingdiscchangeor two on eachjob.

on today's
Sanders
kindsof random-orbit
You'llfindSeveral

qltllerllp efiele
ll{elvPee
ellne?e
ryelggv:
n?rrel:
onaPalm-grip sander,

the motorhousingalsofunctionsas a grip.Downward
pressureis centeredevenlyoverthe pad.

Why these machinesdo
the work of two sanders
Like the abrasive pad on a finishing
sander, the abrasive disc on a randomorbit sander is mounted off-center on
the motor shaft. This offset causesthe
pad or disc to oscillate in a tiny orbit,
which varies from 5/64"to 3Ae"on tf:re
machines in this test. This "jitterbug"
action removes stock slowly and produces small, circular scratches.
A random-orbit sander, unlike a
finishing sander, has a flywheel mechanism that allows the disc to simultaneously spin completely around its 5"
diameter while it also oscillates in a
tiny orbit. This spinning action serves
two purposes. It makes the sander
more aggressive,and it helps to blend
together the tiny orbits into a lessdetectable scratch pattern.
Although the orbiting action of the
sander is relatively fixed, the rate at
which the disc spins varies depending
upon how much sanding PressureYou
apply to the disc. On many of the first
random-orbit sandersintroduced years
ago, t he dis c s w o u l d fre e -s P i n a t
extremely high rates when not in contact with a project surface. This made
it all-too-easyto gouge surfaces, so
m os t m anuf ac tu re rs h a v e a d d e d
brakes that control the rate of spin.

Youcan grip a
in your palm, but it also has a
s i d e h a n d l ea n d o p P o s i n g
knob for two-handedcontrol.
These tend to have a little
more power and bite. TheY
typicallycost more than Palmgrip versions.

youshouldknowabout.
Therearealsotwoothermachines
Grinder-basedsanders
are tops for quicklyflatteningand
s h a p i n g m a t e r i a l ,b u t w e f i n d
them too aggressi vefo r m ost
woodshopsmoothingtasks.

Air-poweredsanders,

also referred to as dual-action (DA) sanders,
work aggressivelyand controllably,but require
a compressorwith at least a S-hp motor.

Continued
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DAruDERS
g.eg
I-.r.s.w.th.e.ee!.q.e.te..c..e.rp..?r.e

You can tell a lot about a
random-orbit sander just by
the way it feels in your
hand as you guide it across
a surface. And we did plenty of that in the course of
our testing. But our hands-

on tests seemed to create
questions than
more
answefs. For example, why
does one sander remove
material with neady the
s p e e d o f a h and pl ane
while another seems to

hardly f.aze the surface?
W hy does a $150 sander
glide smoothly across a
tabl etop w hi l e the $40
model shakes, rattles, and
all but rolls its way across
the same surface? Clearly,

we had to devise a series of
tests that answered these,
and other, questions. To do
that, w e came up wit h
objective ways to measure
each sander's performance
in the following areas.

Finish quality:
I

bettermachinesleaveless-detectable
scratches

To cleady see the sanding scratches
left behind by each of the sanders, we
sanded a piece of clear acrylic with
each of them. As you can see in the
inse t photo belout (B), thr. best
sanders left scratches that overlapped
and blended together in an undetectable pattern. As shown in the
large photo belout (A), t}ae leastexpensive sanders leave noticeable
scratches in repeating patterns.
Although the clear acrylic test was
insightful, what matters most are the
scratch patterns the sanders leave in
wood. Here, we found that all of the
sanders,regardlessof price, left neady
undetectable scratches on natural,
unstained wood surfaces, so long as
we used 100-grit or finer abrasive.

But, when we applied stain to a
sanded surface, the lower-priced
machines again revealed their lessthan-random patterns. The stained
board in the photo belout (C) was
smoothed with sanderscosting $115,
$85, and $40, from teft to rigbt. Nl
were equipped with 120-grit abrasive,
but only the $115 Makira BOiO2tK
left a scratch that wasn't readily visible to the naked eye.
S[e did this test on oak and pine
boards with all of the reviewed
sanders. (See the chart at rigbt for
results.) As the chart shows, some
sanders save sanding steps by not
requiring you to progress as high in
abrasive grit to obtain an undetectable
scratch pattern.

THE SANDERSSHOW
THEIRTRUEGRIT
Here's how high we had to go in abrasive grit to
make sanding scratches undetectableto the eye.

SANDER

MODEL PlllE* REDOAK-

BLACK
& DECKERR0100 240
BOSCH
CRAFTSMAI{

r
E
C'

=
E

220

1295DH 1 8 0

180

11621

220

180

DEWALT

DW423

220

180

MAKITA

805010 220

180

MILWAUKEE

6019-6

I

|rl
trl

ul
e
ut

240

180

PORTER-CABIE333VS

180

150

RYOBI

220

180

RS24O

80scH

3107DVS 1 8 0

180

BOSCH

3725DVS 1 5 0

150

CRAFTSMAil

27717

220

180

MAKITA
805021
K 150
120
.Tests
conducted
ona single
board
ofeach
species.
Yourresults
mayvarydueto ditferences'in
hardness
andgrainstructure
fromboard
to board.

A. Less-expensivesandersleave moredetectablescratches like these left by
the Black& DeckerRO100in acrytic.
B. The Bosch 3107DVSleft one of the
less-detectablescratch patterns of the
testedsandersin acrylic.
C. Sandingscratchesfrom 120-gritabrasives varied from nearly undetectableto
noticeablein stainedpine.
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Aqqressiveness:

Gontrol:

I it givesyoucommand
action
of thesanding

sword
a double-edged

3l
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As you can see in the chart at rigltt,
the Bosch sanders remove stock at a
rate well above their competitors.
That's important to know if you work
on large surfaces or need to knock
down joints that don't align perfectly.
Of c our s e, t r y ing to c o n tro l a n
aggressivesander on delicate materials can be like holding a tiger by the
tail. One false move and the abrasive
wilt gouge a surface or cut through
delicate veneers. Fortunately, fwo of
the Bosch's (the 3107DVS and
3725DVS) have variable sPeed that
effectively controls the aggressiveness when necessary. Other
machines with variable speed include
the DeWalt D'il|423, Porter-Cable
333vS, and Makita Bo5o21K. The
Bosch 1295D}Jhas two sPeeds.

TEST
THE AGGRESSIVENESS

An indicator'ofhow quickly these sanders remove stock.

SANOER

OF
GRAMS
MODETMAT'L
REMOVED-

& DECKERR0100
BLACK

3.96

BOSCH

12950H

10.85

CRAFISMAN

11621

6.59

DEWALT

0W423

4.63

=

MAKITA

0
80501

6.08

o-

MILWAUKEE

6019-6

2.62

PORTER.CABTE333VS

6.57

g
G
c5

RYOBI

RS24O

6.32

BOSCH

3107DVS

13.55

ct
=
80scH

3725DVS

|rJ

lrJ

trt
v)

CRAFTSMAN

27717

't5.07
7.62

6.27
K
805021
MAKITA
*Vax2Vtx4"
pineblocks
andafter
weighed
before
were
disc.
witha new36-grit
foroneminute
sanded
beino
averaged.
threetimesandtheresults
Testi,rras
conducted

it'liJJ-.
i'i;JJ#d,';;ei':J.:.lJd
random-orbit sanders do a much better job of putting you in the driver's
seat than others. Some tended to dart
around with no warning. Others obediently responded to the most sensitive command.
On flat panels, only four machinesthe Bosch l295DH, Makita BO5010
and 805021K, and the Porter-Cable
333vs-behaved flawtessly, regardless of whether we aPPlied direct,
downward pressure or off-center
pressure. The aggressi ve Bosch
3107DVS and 3725DYSwere dfficult
to controt. Both tools changed direction quickly when we aPPlied Pressure to the edge of the Pads. Same
goes for the Black & Decker,
C raftsman, R yobi , D eV al t , and
Milwaukee sanders.

lnternal quality:

it affectsthe lifespanof the tool
se' {'s * $* #e
;.;.-'*
*..;,..;ffi
er',t. ;#;
I

job of sanding, but looking under the
hood showed differences in quality
between the inexpensive and morecostly tools.
Most of the motors that drive these
tools have bearings at the top and bottom of the armature shaft, but the
Black & Decker RO100, Craftsman
11621. and Ryobi RS240use a compressed bushing in place of the toP
bearing. Bushings wear with continuous use; bearings do not. Bushings
hold up well under intermittent duty,
but if you'll be sanding hour aftet
hour, we suggest you select a
machine with bearings at both the top
and bottom.
Electrical contacts that surround
each motor armature conduct current ".j
that spins the armature. Better motors
have mofe contacts, spreading t
current more evenly so the mo
develops more power under load.
Black & Decker RO100, Craft
1162|, and Bosch l295DH have onlY
12 contacts. All the other sanders
have 24.

Bushingat top
of arnlatureshaft

333VS
PORTER.CABLE

BLACK& DECKERROlOO
http ://www.woodmagazine.com
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Pad brakes:

DANDERS
lYt

I

lrloaaaaaallaaaltactaaf

f

I

I two ways to go

aatttaatataallaait**f

All of the machines have a pad brake
with the exception of the Milwaukee
60194. So, we expected the majority
of pads to spin at a slow speed when
we lifted them from a surface. Not
necessarily so. We measured the noload r pm of e a c h w i th a p h o to
tachometer, and as the chart shows,
neady half of the sanders had pads
that spun freely in excess of 2,000
r pm . A t t hos e s p e e d s , th e to o l
behaves more like a true disc sander,
meaning you have to allow the pad to
c om e t o a c om p l e te s to p b e fo re
tbuching it to a surface. We found
that we could remove and reposition
the sanders on a surface without a
risk of gouging only when their pads
spun at 4OOrpm or less.

7

Sandpaper:

someworkquitewell
ata{l

ttttatc

SOMESANDERSPUTONTHE
BRAKESBETTERTHAN OTHERS
An effectivepad brake saves you from waitingfor
a sanderto slow down,and helpsprwent gouging.

SANDER

MODEL FREE-SPlNl,llNG
PADRPM'S

BLACK
& DECKERR0100
BOSCH
12950H

4,900
3,900

r

CRAFTSMA}I

1162'l

246

E,
(5

DEWALT

0W423

265

MAKITA
MILWAUKEE

805010

8,900

6019-6

8,200

=
E
I

PORTER.GABLE333VS
RYOBI
RS24O
ut
trl

=
tll

trt
v)

16
254

BOSGH

3107DVS

350

BOSCH

3725DVS

2,000

CRAFTSMAII
MAKITA

B05021
K

27717

190
8,600

Hook-and-loop sandpapet tm tiiy
hooks that interlock with loops on the
sandi ng pad. P ressu r e- sensit iveadhesive (PSA) abrasive, on the other
hand, has a thin coating of adhesive
on the back that adheresto the pad.
Though it costs more than PSA, we
prefer the hook-and-loop syst em
because you can remove and replace
it on the pad multiple times. That
doesn't work with PSAdiscs.
All but the Craftsman and Ryobi
sanders come with hook-and-loop
pads, and even these can be converted to hook-and-loop paper with an
adhesive-backedadaptor. Trouble is,
with continuous use, the thin adaptor
begins to tear off the pad when you
femove the paper.

Dust collection:

an imporlantconsideration

.
;:# ;;i" iiri :iJJi;#' Jh;;';,,:' "

lungs with dust as quickly as a
random-orbit sander. To minimize a
sander's airborne dust, a fan on the
flywheel pulls dust through the paper
and pad and around the paper's outer
edge. Most of the sander pads extract
dust through elght holes, as shown at
far rigbt, and use widely available
eight-hole paper. The Porter-Cable
333V S ' s pad, h o w e v e r, h a s fi v e
oblong slots, shown at near rigltt,
that work best with five-hole paper.
(You can use eight-hole p^per with
this machine, but several of the holes
won't collect dust.)
How well do the dust collecting systems work? To find out, we tested
each sander with its on-board dust
collector alone, and again with each
sander hooked up to a shop vacuum.
' I n ev er y c as e , th e s h o p v a c u u m
improved dust control, but at the
expense of convenience. None of the
sandersrated excellent at dust collecting because none collected 90 percent or more of the dust-but some
machines did better than others. (See
chart on the next page.)

78

The Porter-Cable 333VS, left, pulls dust through five holes in the sanding pad and
requires special sandpaper to work effectively. Other sanders, like the DeWalt, right,
have eight holes.

The Ryobi RS240 was one of two random-orbit sanders that blew clouds of dust
through their bags.
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(4)
PERF0RMANCE
RATTNG

Itt I lflsll.lrl lrA#
4"1y"=+

d/,A#
2 12,0003hz 53lt
.2.2- .12,000o
1295DH 2.4 '14,0007lu

BLACK
& DECKERR0100
EOSCH
CRAFTSMA}I

fl orunu

il,o*,"

MILWAUKEE

HL

I

10

PP

HL

I

P

1#:{*Fi

1 1 6 2 1 2.4

6

10

B

PSA

8

G

G

G

0W423

7,000- 3ln
12,000

6

10112

B

HL

8

;#

G

G

12,000 7lu

51lz

10

B

HL

I

51lz

91lq

B

HL

I

G
P

G

1011q

PP

HL

a

805010 ?
6019-6

1 . 8 1 2 , 0 0 0slzz

12,000

3lsz 63/e

RS24O 2.4 1 2 , 5 0 0"tu

o

10

b

--HL
PSA

I

G

HL

I

G

BOSCH

HL

I

G

PSA

I

MAKITA

27717
B05021
K

.t

I

13.000
4,00012,000

7laa

NOTES:
(") Bosch1295DH
is a 2-speed
model
1. Twomeasurements
for side-handle
sanders
arewith
thefrontknobremoved
andwiththeknobin olace.
2. (B)Bag (PP)Porous
Plastic(SB)Screen
Box

o'/4

5

13-14112 B
81/z-911q

SB

121/2.15 B

HL

G

G

G

P

LI

G

G

PI8

U

J.ZJ

85

o

U

2.73

40

8

U

3.05

80

61lz

U

2.67

78

8

T

z.J

65

61h

U

3.26

85

10

U

2.73

40

61lz

S

5.11

115

o't2

b

4.65

145

10

U

3.2
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FORMOREI1{FORMATION
GALL:
(HL)Hook-and-Loop
Black& Decker
(PSA)Pressure
Adhesive
Sensitive
800/544-6986
(-.) RyobiRS240
comeswithpadfor PSAabrasives, www.blackanddecker.com
www.dewalt.c0m
buthasanadaptor
for hook-and-loop
abrasives.
Eosch
Makita
877t267-2499
800t462-5482
.+.
lExcellent @eooo
www.boschtools.com
www.makitatools.com

ffirui,

lFlpoo.

Craftsman
800t377-7414

(S)Switzerland
(U)UnitedStates

$40

PorterCable
800/487-8665
www.porter-cable.com
Rvobi
800t525-2579
www.ryobi.com

Milwaukee
800/243-0870
www.mil-electric-tool.com

PORTER-CABLE
333VS

MAKITABO5O21K

EDandom recommendations:
I

t

there'sa sanderto matchmostbudgets

Our overall fayorite among
the sanders we tested: the
Makita BO5O2IK. It's compact, has outstanding control, and is a joy to use.
The Bosch 3107DVS and
3725DVS afe \/ery aggres-

sive, well-built machines.
Though it's th€ most
expensive of the bunch,
th€ 3725DVS will stand up
to lots of heavy use.
Among mid-priced palm
sanders, we liked the
Vritten

http ://www. woodmagazine. com

Porter-Cable 333VS. It has
variable-speedcontrol, handles well, and boass excellent construction. The similarly-priced Bosch l295DH
rates high in aggressiveness,and handleswell.

by Bill Krier andJim Hufnagel

If you're looking for an
inexpensive model, we suggest the Black & Decker
ROIoO. It's the least aggree
sive tool we tested, but it
does come y/ith a hookand-looppad.al

Product testing: Bob McFadin

Photography: Marty Baldwin
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SlqverWays
To Rec\rcle
$f/bod Waste
Woodworkers make plenty of sawdust and chips.
If you're tired of hauling it to the curb, read on.
Back in 1969,John Harkin, a chemist
a t t he U. S . F or e s t S e rv i c e ' s F o re s t
Products Laboratory in Madison,
Wisconsin, wrote a repoft titled "Uses
for sawdust, shavings, and waste
chips." His research-at a time when
environmental concefns about burni ng wer e being ra i s e d -tu rn e d u p
neady three dozen categories of uses
and dozens more specific applications
within them. His purpose was industrial; he calculated that a sawmill cutting 1,000 board feet of l"-thick hardwood with a saw having L V4"kerf produced 1,085 pounds of sawdust. And
lots of sawmills had annual production in millions of board feet!
At home, you don't make as much
sawdust and shavings as the big boys
do. But you still have to get rid of it.
Here are some

that decomposes it requires more
nitrogen than the wood can provide.
So the bacteria will rob it from first
the soil, then your plants. Once the
wood decomposes, though, the
extra nitrogen becomes available to

help your garden grow. But if you
have acid soil, adding wood waste may
prove too much.
f-

e',Make

a mulch

\flood shavings take a lot
!|IJ
longer to break down than sawdust.
But they make perfect mulch, even
w h e n fresh. A 4-6" Iayer i n your
fl o w e r garden or at the base of
o rc h a r d trees conservesmoi sture,
keeps the soil from getting too warm,
and controls weeds.

,tF#Sweep it up

tryil

Got a buddy who's always tinkering with cars?No doubt his garage
floor or driveway looks like it. Do him
a big favor-bring by a bag of sawdust. It makes a grelt oil-absorbing
sweeping compound.

tq

&fla Gontribute
Becausewood compost made from
s a w d ust, shavi ngs,and even bark,
mixes more readily with soil than peat
moss, for instance, many gardeners
and nurserymen prefer it. You can add
l e a v e s and other materi al , too. To
speedup decomposition,use a bacterial culture availableat garden stores.
l_-

w ood s hav ings) w i th g a rd e n s o i l ,
bacterial action decomposesthe wood
cellulose in two months to a year,
depending on the soil's temperature,
moisture, structure, and consistency.
The lignin part of the sawdust remains
largely decomposed to become a fertile humus that makesthe soil more tillable and increases its ability to retain
water (especially sandy or clay soils).
However, you should first age the
sawdust for several months if you plan
to use it in ground that you'll immediately plant. Or, you'll have to add
nitrogen-rich fertilizer. That's because
if you use fresh sawdust, the bacteria

(

bgfip

lFllthe

!og.throush
tulips

Have a path through your flower garden? Cover it with your wood waste.
It'll eventually break down, but you'll
always have more available.

ffiearbeque

it

Outdoor cooks have thei r
L#U
favorite wood to put on the coals and
add flavor to meats, fish, and poultry.
Alder, for instance, enhances salmon
and trout. Hickory and mesquite make
steaks distinctive. Use sawdust or
small shavings, but soak them first in
water for 2O minutes. Then, drain and
put directly on glimmering coals.

'rt-t-l Put it to bed
owners, farmers, and
l$ipJtrennel
even poultry producers could use
saw dust and w ood shavings f or
absorbent bedding material. Don't,
however, include walnut waste if the
recipient has horses. Horses absorb an
extracti ve of the w al n ut wood
through thei r hooves, which can
result in sicknessand even death.

rgft#-Support the arts
Some potters add fine sawry\
dust to their clay or use it and shavings as combustibles when they fire
their pots. Check with local potters to
seeif they could use some.

iffiI
lt

.!qni

Let a dealer have it

ryQ,l If you generate a bunch of
sawdust and shavings regulady, you
might be able to get rid of it wirh litrle
effort. Look under "sawdust and shavings" in the Yellow Pagesfor dealers
who usually sell it for livestock bedding.They might even pick it up..l
Illustrations: Brian Jensen
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aned chairs probably
originated in China, historians believe, and were brought
to Britain, France, and Portugal with
the opening of trade in the early
1800s. In the Far East, though, where
the rattan palm grows, cane was made
(and still is) by stripping its hard outer
bark and paring it into strips that
were woven not only into chairs, but
fish traps and hundreds of other utili
taian items.
'Western
craftsman-including
Shaker furnituremakers in the United
States-mastered the caning technique and gradually improved upon it.
During the Industrial Revolution,

machines were developed
to weave cane for the production of rattan furniture. Cyrus
in
built
a factory
Wakefield
Massachusetts in the 1850s especially
to manufacture furniture of cane.
Today's revival of interest in craftsmanship has resulted in increased
prices for antique furniture and its
restoration. And caning is part of that.

Whatto know beforeyou start
A chair designed for the use of handwoven cane has holes drilled in the
frame to accommodate it. But a chair
meant to accept machine-woven cane
Continued

ChairCanin
has a routed groove or channel in the
frame to insert the sheet of cane and
the spline that holds it in place.
"If you have a chair with holes in the
frame, don't rout a channel for
machine-woven cane because you'll
weaken the chair," cautions Joanna.
"Hole sizes and their spacing may
vary from chair to chair," she goes on
to explain, "because they're both
related to the size of cane used.
Medium cane, which is the most common, requires /a" holes drilled 3/+,'
apaft center to center. Fine is the next

Generalmaterialsand tools
Rattancane, mediumor fine (about250 feet
for one chairbackor seat)
Bindercane (keepseparatefrom othercane
and save for last step)
Scissors
Nut pick,awl, ice pick,or flat-pointed
tool
2 dozen wooden pegs (whitiledor purchased)or woodengolf tees
Longnosepliers
Nailfile or otherflat-pointed
tool
Largebowl
Warm water
Liquidfabricsoftener
Spray bottlefilledwith water
Clothor towel
Clamp-typeclothespins,1 dozen
Craftknifeor razorblade
F o r c a n i n g m a t e r i a l s l,o o k i n t h e y e l l o w
P a g e s u n d e r " c r a f ts u p p l i e s , "o r w r i t e t o :
Schanz Furniture,2773 Hwy 6 Trail, South
Amana, lA 52334-8529.3191622-3529.
Fax
319/622-6139.Schanz Furniturealso offers
the assembleddoll-sizerockershown ready
to finishand cane for 9100 ppd. you can also
order a 57+"square Cane SamplerTrivetfor
$15 ppd. Both includecaneto complete.
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most common cane, and needs smaller, 3/rut'holes that are i/a" apaft center
to center. On very old chairs, all the
holes may not be as regular$ spaced,
but you should go with the majority.
And some large chairs might require
two sizesof cane. So you must look at
the chair closely to see what size cane
to use.
"If you use larger cane than what the
holes were sized for, you'll fill them
up very fast and make it very difficult,
if not impossible, to get all the cane
through the holes," Joannacontinues.

Stepl .
Determining
alignment
Count the number of holes in the top
frame of a back (or the back rail of the
seat frame). If there is an odd number,
place a peg in the center hole. Then,
find the corresponding center hole in
the bottom back frame (or front rail of
a seat frame) and place a peg in it.
The purpose here is to square up the
vertical holes to keep the rows of
cane straight, which is important if
your frame is wider in front than
back. You can start in the center hole
or the bottom left hole (not the corner hole), as in Photo I.
Now, take out a piece of wet cane,
wipe it off, and look at the glossy side
to find the "tail." About every 18" or
so, you'll find a tiny bump where a
leaf was once attached. Each bump
h a s a smooth edge and a rough
edge-run your fingernail along the
cane to find it. The rough edge can
easily catch and break the strand. So
you always want to weave with the
smooth edge as the leader, and the

"If you use cane that's too small, the
weaving will be weak."
(Note: Caners cbarge for tbeir work
by tbe number of drilled holes in tbe
cbair frame. A cbair witb 72 boles
around tbe seat, at $ 1 per bole,
utould cost $72 to recane.)
About the cane itself, Joannahas this
to say: " Machi ne-w oven cane has
many splices because the machine
weaves the cane it's fed. sflith hand
caning, you have quality control. So
you might as well use the best cane
becausethe labor will be the same."

rough edge as the
tail. And as important, you must keep
the cane's shiny side up (facing you)
on both sides of the weaving.
Begin Step I by inserting about 4" of
the cane into the bottom left hote
hole and pegging it in place. Now run
the cane (shiny side up don't forget)
up to the corresponding hole at the
top of the frame, down the hole, and
up the adjacent hole. pull the cane
taut and peg it with a new peg. This
peg will become your "traveler" as
Joanna calls it.
Now, bring the cane back down to
the bottom frame, push it through the
next hole, and pull the slack out. ffou
don't have to keep the cane fiddlestring tlght. It'll dfaw up as the weaving grows and the cane dries.) pull the
traveling peg and put it in the new
hole to hold the cane. Repeat the running of the cane up and down (as
shown in the Srep 1 drawing) until
you've completed all the verticals in
this step of the caning. peg the cane
in the last hole you fill.
WOOD Ivlagazine
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Cane comes in hanks-1,000 feet of
pieces in varying lengths. One hank
wi l l do f our or dina ry c h a i rs w i th
l 2 xl 2" s eat sor f ou r b a c k s . S u p p l y
houses also sell cane in half hanks
(500 feet) and quarter hanks (25O
feet). According to Joanna, No.1 long
select cane, called "blue-tied" cane, is
the better quality and easier to work
with becauseit has the longest pieces
(about 10 feet long).
"In the first steps, longer pieces are
better, but when you start weaving,
shorter ones afe okay," she says."And

Step2.
Side to Side
Now you'll beginto

To do beforeyou start
If you're going to recane a chair, you
must prepare it. (For a new chair,
move on to the next paragraph.) First,
cut away and remove any old cane,
being careful to not damagethe wood
finish. Clean the holes of dirt, finish,
or lodged cane to make way for the
new cane. Pull nails or tacks. Next,
soften the inside edges of the wood

ffiffi

form the squaresfor the weaving pattern. shown left as Step 2. If the cane
you are using is long enough to continue weaving, come up the first side
hole, ignoring the corner hole. Run
the cane across the top of the previous weaving in the same manner that
you did in Step 1. Use the traveling
peg to keep the cane tight as you go
side to side, as in the photo for Step2.
Afte r y ou hav e ins e rte d th e c a n e
through the last hole, peg it.

Step 3. Lay a top course
Continuing with your piece of cane, if
long enough, and ignoring the corner
hole, weave in line with the Step 1
cane .but on top of the first two layers
of cane. However, keep the cane in
this step to the right of the Step I
cane (you should see it). Don't forget
to keep the shiny side up and peg as
you go, as in the Step 3 photo.
\tr hen y ou' v e pu s h e d th e c a n e
through the last hole (and hopefully
Tvvvw.woodmagazine.com

with the cane will come a wider piece
called the binder. It's a size larger
cane that trims off the weaving."

April 2OO0

not a corner one),
tw i s t o r ti e the
short ends around
adircent cane. If neceSsary,moisten
the cane to keep it from breaking.

Step 4. Realweavingbegins
Continue with your piece of cane if
long enough. If too short, peg a new
piece in the lower left hole next to
the corner hole. "Remember,you're
completing the little squares,so keep
it neat and tidy," Joanlrlaadvises."The
first weave here will determine how
all the other rows are woven."
'Weave
Step 4 cafle ouer Step 3 cane
and under Step I cane, creating little
woven squares. (See Step 4 drawing.)
Weave across to the matching hole on
the oppoppsite side. When pulling
cane through, be careful not to lift up
or fwist the cane, always keeping the
shiny side up. W'hen you reach the
end of the row, put the cane down
through the hole and peg. Now, double check your little squares.
Next, pull the cane up through the
next hole and weave back across the

frame to eliminate sharpness that
could cut the cane. Finally, refinish
areasof the seat frame that need it.
To make cane flexible for weaving,
soak coiled individual pieces, each
held by a clothespin, in warm water
for about 10 minutes. "Some canefs
put in a few drops of glycerin to help
the cane absorb the moisture better,"
says Joanna. " B ut I' ve foun d t hat
adding fabric softener does the same
thing. As the cane dries out-it rattles-you can wipe it with a moist
cloth of spray it with water."

next row under Step
I cane and over Step
3 cane. Compare the
weaving squares in your first two
rows. All squares should be exactly
alike. If not, check for your mistake.
Continue weaving back and forth.
r$fhen you' ve compl eted St ep 4,
straighten the squares with your finger, a nutpick, or a peg. Tie off all
short ends on the back side of the
frame with one of the knots shown on
the next page.

Step 5. Thefirst diagonal
Diagonals keep the pattern squares
aligned and add strength to the weaving. Begin in the hole next to the corner hole in the lower left of the bottom frame. Insert about 4* of cane
down through the hole and peg, making sure the cane isn't twisted and
remains shiny side up.
Now, refer to the Step 5 drawing to
see how to proceed. (It helps to lay
the cane on top of w hat you've
already woven to visualize where
Contlnued
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the weaving cane through adjacent
holes and over the binder all around
the frame. Keep the binder and the
weavef wet and tight. when you
come to a cofner hole, use a peg to
hold the binder and bring rhe weaver

y ou' ll go. ) Y ou ' l l
want t o wea v e
ouer the horizontals (the cane running side to side) and und,er the verticals (the cane running top to bottom).
Note: Tbe ueauing in tbis step isn't
dfficult; it's finding tbe correct boles
tbat's bard. Depending on tbe shape
of tbe frame, solne boles may be
skipped wbile otbers may end up
ttitb double strands tbrougb tbem.
If you do the weave correctly, the
cane will pull through easily. If it
binds, you're doing something wrong,
and you must carefully take out the
strand of weaving and start the diagonal again. Each side of the "weaving
square" will have a diagonal.The diagonal may not always go in a perfectly
straight line to the hole, but may veer
or curve toward it. That's okay. But
the diagonal should go to the nearest
hole after passing one side of the
weaving square.
Continue weaving the first diagonal
using-for the first time-the corner
holes. Corner holes usually end up
having two diagonals so that a diagonal will be on each side of the weaving square. On curved backs or sides,
some holes may also have two diagonals (or have to be skipped and not
have a diagonal.) Peg the cane at the
end of the weave,

Step 6. Theseconddiagonal
In the weaving of the second diagonal, you'll weave oaer the verticals
(cane running top to botom) and
under the horizontals (cane running
side to side), which is opposite of
Step 5. (Diagonals never touch each
other except just before they go into a
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up through the hole next to
the corner hole.
You have two choices to end
the bi nder w rap . I f your
binder/weaver ends up in a
corner hole, the binder cane
goes down the hole and the
hole.) Begin in the hole next to the weaver comes up the hole. Secure
corner hole in the lower right of the b o t h w i t h a g l u e d w o o d e n p e g ,
bottom frame. Insert about 4" of cane belou, top. Tlc.eother way is shown
down through the hole and peg it, in the lower drawing, belout. Trim the
making sure the cane isn't twisted and excess ends close to the knot and any
remains shiny side up. Proceed weav- fuzzy spots. W'hen you're finished,
ing, refeming to the Step 6 drawing.
your cani ng shoul d l oo k like t he
Now, tie off all loose cane ends on w oven sampl e of the tr adit ional
the back side of the frame using one S even S tep cani ng patt er n in t he
of the two knots diagramed belous. photo at the bottom of the page.l
(Yo u mi ght save
lwritten by PeterJ. Stephano
a n y l ong strands
Photographs: Hetherington Photography
fo r s ecuri ng the
Illusrations: Roxanne LeMoine
binder.) After you
have fastened the
cane. trim the tied
cane ends close to
the knot.

Step 7. Bindingthe weave
The binder strand that came with
your weaving cane is one size larger.
You use it to cover the frame holes
and give a finished edge to the weave.
It should be long enough to go around
th e whol e w eavi ng (but you can
splice it if necessary).Corner holes
usually are pegged.
Soak the binder and a long length of
w e a vi ng cane i n w arm w ater for
'When
about 10 minutes.
it's pliable,
start the binder-as always, shiny side
up-by pegging it in a corner hole or
layng it on top of the hole where the
weaver is waiting. The binder goes
over the hole and the weaver makes a
loop to secure the binder. Then,
thread the weaver back down the
hole it just came up, as in Step 7 and
the photo aboue. \fith one hand, pull
the loop tight from the back side. A
dimple will form on the binder when
the loop is tight. Continue threading
WOOD }.{.agazine
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Below: The finished weave of the Seven
Step caning pattern should be neat,
tight, and trimmed of loose ends.

One-handed
clampsdelivercrushing
force
Squeeze-to-closebar clamps singlehandedly changed the way we held
th ings t oget her w h e n th e y w e re
introduced several years ago.
Although they've earned a place in
my shop, their clamping force can't
begin to approach their twist-handle
cousins. But Quick-Jaw Bar Clamps
take a major step in that direction.
To test the manufacturer's claim
that these models out-clamp the competition, I put the squeeze on my
bathroom scale with a leading competitive clamp, and the gripping pressure maxed out at l5o pounds. The
Quick-Jawclamp pegged the reading
at 27O pounds before squashing the
scale beyond repair.
And the Quick-Jaw outguns the
competition in the jaw travel-persqueeze department. It took me only
three pulls of the trigger to move the
jaw 1", while I had to squeeze the
other clamp five times to travel the
same distance.
You can put the same efficiency to
work on spreading chores. A couple
of spins of a thumbscrew let me slide
the fixed jaw off the bar and put it on
the opposite end, turning the clamp
into an effective spreader.
tU7henI pulled the release lever to
take the pinch off my scale, I noticed

another nice innovation of the euickJaw. Instead of simply relieving the
p re s s u re, the j aw s actual l y open
about /a", which makes it easier to
remove and reposition the clamp
with only one hand. Although handy
for making small adjustments, I had
to hold the release lever in about
halfway to make larger changesin the
jaw opening.
One thing does take a little getting
used to: The Quick-Jaw's squeeze
handle and release mechanism feel
like they're inside out, because
they're backwards from the more
familiar arrangement found on the

competitive product. Though awk:
ward in some situations. I found this
configuration worked well when I
clamped material to my bench, as it
puts the clamp's bar below the
benchtop and well out of my way.
-Tested

by Bob McFarlin

Wolfcraft Quick-JawBar Clamp
? e * o r m a n af re * * * *
12"alamp,$19

*****
Call Wolfcrtft at 630/773-4777,or
visit online at www.wolfcraft.com.

Whenit comesto setupandlayout,tempered
steelrules
You can own the finest wodworking
tools on the planet, but your work
will only be as accurate as the measuring equipment you use. That's
why I'd be lost without a set of 6",

12", and 24" precision steel rules
from Harwille Tool and Supply.
Accuracy alone isn'i lnough,
though, if you can't read the numbers and increm€nt marks. The
Hartville rules have hair-thin markings etched and painted into a matte
surface for outstanding readability.
I've used these nearly every day for
over a yeat and the imprinting shows
no sign of wear.
The front of each rule has /a" increments marked along one edge and
Yte"spacing on the opposite edge.
Additional markings along each end
show Vtz"inctements up to Vz",a feature I find extremely handy when setting up and measuring rabbets,
dadoes,and tenons.
Need to find dead center on a workpiece? One edge of the back mea-

sures out from center to help you do
iust that. It,s marked in millimeters so
you don't have to mess with fractions, and also helps when dealing
with European-styie cabinet hardware. The other edge of the back is
graduated in /t2,, increments, with
every fourth mark numbered-a big
help when looking at all those closely
spaced lines.
-Tested

by Cltuck lfedlund.

Precisionsteelrules#28424
? e r t o r m a n fcre * * * *
$60 (set, of three)

*****
Call Hartville Tool and Supply at
8 O O / 3 4 5 - 2 3 9 6 ,o r v i s i t o n l i n e a t
www. hartvilletool. com
Continued on page 98
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Sizeup yourblotching
stockbeforestaining
I remember how proud I was back in
junior high shop class when I built
my first project: a small pine jewelry
box for mom. I also recall my horror
when I finished it-the stain turned
my beautiful box blotchy, and the
exposed end grain nearly black. I'm
over it now, but r0/ood Size from
Titebond could've saved me from
years of "blotch-phobia. "
This syrupy concentrate, when
mixed with water and applied to a
workpiece before staining, seals the
wood grain to promote consistent
stain penetration. I took the ornery

$12 per auart (makee}-4
quane),'$Z9 per gallon.

*****
For more information, cdl Franklin
Internation al at 8OO
/ 69 4583 .

INTERI\ATIOF{AL

CORPORATION
"TlhePower T@I Specialis8"

piece of maple shown in the top
photo and brushed a jagged stripe of
\t/ood size on the face and ends.
After waiting the recommended 24
hburs, I applied stain, and the results,
shown in detail in the bottom photo,
were stunning. As you can see, the
sized areas turned out a couple
shades lighter than the rest, but the
blotchiness virtually disappeared in
the sized stripe. And the stainedend
grain comes close to matching the
face grain in color and tone.
As with most water-based
products, \t/ood size raises
the grain slightty after application, but it sanded glasssmooth without clogging
the abrasive. The product
doesn't settle out from the
water after mixing, so I
could mix up a batch and
store the unused portion for
later use.
-Tested.

bjt Daae lfendcrson

Protectfingersandteeth
whenchanging
blades
Jamming a scrap of wood against a
tablesaw blade before loosening the
arbor nnt is a practice that's probably
as olcl as the saw itself. But that
wooclen scrap can't protect your fingers or the blade's carbide teeth,
shoulcl the wrench slip off the nut.
Blacle-Locwill.
\When it's time to change the blade
or1 \'our saw, crank it to ftrll height
ancl slip the plastic Blacle-Loc over it,
as slr<rwn in the photo belout. Tl:.e
blacle's teeth engage ribs on the interior circumference of the accessory,
and a wide foot on either end stops
the blade rotation at the tabletop.
At $20, Blade-Loc may seem spendy.
Ilut, if yoll've ever nicked a knuckle
or chipped the carbide while changing out an expensive blade, you'll
appreciate how it virtually eliminates
that risk.
-Tested by Daae lfenderson

? e r f o r m a n cf"r

****

*****
Call BenchDog, Inc. at 800/78689OZ or visit www.benchdog.com.
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'Terrco,

lnc.

Terrcoprovides
a lulllineof machine
carving
andsigncarving
equipment.
222 1st Ave. NW
Beginning
models
aretheT-110
single Watertown, SD 57201
andourCM614
spindle
bench
carver
USA
single
spindle
signcarver.
(6Os) 882-3888
Fax (605) 882-0778
Intermediate
models
include
theK-Star,
heavy
dutybench
model,
a two-spindle
andtheNorthstar,
a heavydutyfloor
model
inonetoeight
spindles.
available

ModelT-110 Dupli-Carver

modelis ourMaster
Ouradvanced
whichis anextremely
Carver
series,
heavydutyfloormodelwithfromeight
tofortyspindles.
Website:
www.terrco.com
E-mail
: info@terrco.com

ModelCM6l4
SignCarver Multi-Spindle
CarvingMachine
CircleNo. 2175
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Cctntinued fr"om page 99

Don'tgetteedoff if youbutthe wrongsizehole o n e

If you've ever built a computer desk
of enteftainment centef, you've probably cut holes in your cabinetry to run
cords. And you might have been disappointed to find that you had to
enlarge those holes because the plugs
wouldn't fit through them. But how
do you enlarge them without butchering your work? The Oops Pilot Arbor

simplifies the chore by
using the erroneous saw as
a guide for a larger saw.
For example, I cut a lVz"diameter hole where I
wanted a 2V2."hole. After
threading tlte 2/2" saw
onto my hole saw's main
arbor and the lVz" saw

onto the Oops arb<lr, I then
replacecl the saw's pilot bit
with the shaft of the Oops.
The srnaller saw perfectly
piloted thc larger saw into
the cut (as shown in the
inset photo). If you use a
hole saw in your shop, you
must have one of these
dancly helpers. Besides
sparing projects from the
firewood pile, you :rlso can
use the Oops Pilot Arbor to
saw wooclen rings.
-Testecl by Daue Henderson

StarretOops Pilot Arbor G7267
T e r f o r m a n cfer

**

**

fi6 plusohipping

*****
Available from Gnzzly Industrial. Call
800/523-4777, or visit Grizzly online
at www.grizzly.com.
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Routinf! fdcnn6rcgy
Safety,performance,
anddurability.NEWKatana'.
router
bitsaremanufactured
quality
usingthehighest
materials
on precision
multi-axis
CNCSrinders.
pre
Theyfeature:
miummicrograin
carbide
cutters,highhookandshear
anglesforcleancutting,
anti-kick- tt

;lrJffi?ii,:T'
lii :::?,ffi:
fD

600gritmirrorfinish,SAE4140 Ail"
plusour
solidsteelbodies,
SafetyGauge
Shank'"
for
easyset up,Katana''
brandbitscomewitha
bytheMLCSreputation
forcus-

tomer
service
andproduct
l:rr,

il,

FREE CATALOGT il,

'

3 PC.ROUNDOVER
BEADING BITSET

KAIANA* An MLCSCompany

pA19006
2381 Philmont
Ave.,Huntingdon
Vailey,
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WOOD BOX INCTUDED

guidethrows
Bands.aw
resawing
a gentlecurve
A wandering bandsaw blade has cost
many a resawing woodworker time
and precious stock, but what's a guy
to do? Straight fences offer solid stock
support, but don't let you pivot the
workpiece to account fbr blade drift.
On the other hand, bullnose guides
allow too mucb control. The FastTrak
Bandsaw Resaw Guide strikes ahappy
medium berween both.
Like a bullnose guide, this anodized
aluminum accessory provides a single
pivot-point for steering stock through
the blade. But, its broad curved face
gave me better control than a narrow
bullnose. I felt almost as if I could
micro-adiust the cut, with a wide
swing of the workpiece yielding only
a small adjustment in the blade path.
The Resaw Guide's positioning also
helped me stay on top of the curve.
The manufacturer recommends setting the crown of the guide slightly
ahead of the teeth, which struck me
as odd. However, with the guide positioned in this manner, I found I could
steer the board precisely into the cut,
rather than out of it.
T-slots on the back of the Resaw
Guide make mounting it to your bandsaw's rip fence almost as smooth as
the wood you'll cut with it. The 7"-tall
guide works on virtually any stationary bandsaw, but if you routinely
resaw narfow stock, the 4Vz"-tall version keeps your bandsaw's blade
guides closer to your workpiece.Q
-Tested by Daue llenderson

FastTrakResawGuide

*****
*****
For more information, call toll-free,
888/327-7725,or visit the FastTrak
website at www.dwave.netl-fasttrak.
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BUTTERNUT
Thewalnut's
country
cousin
Everyone knows of the black walnut
tree. woodworkers love its wood.
Bakers adore its nuts for the flavor
given to bread, cookies, and pastries.
And who hasn't enjoyed the challenge of picking the meat from a
freshly cracked shell?
Did you know, though, that the
black walnut has a cousin? It's the
butternut ( Juglans cinerea). And
while its tan-colored wood rates just
as beautiful in its own right, and its
nuts equally satisfying, neither have
become as well known.
t$flidelydistributed acrossthe north
from New Brunswick to Minnesota
and in the south to Arkansas and
North Carolina, the butternut tree
even looks somewhat like a black
walnut. It never attains the walnut's

tall stature nor graceftrl shape, however. And rarely does it grow to the
girth and straightness preferred by
lumbermen. Even landscapers shun it
becausethe leavesbrown eady in the
fall. Yet to country people, the butternut has always been appreciated.
In pioneer days, chips of its wood
were used to brew a tasty beer. The
oil from its nuts went into recipes and
ointments. A dark dye extracted from
the tree's inner bark turned cloth
brownish-yellow. In fact, during the
Civil War, Confederate soldiers often
wore homespun uniforms colored
with butternut dye.
Butternut wood, although lighter
and weaker than black walnut, has its
special place in woodworking.
Because of its lightness, luster, and

During the
Civil War,
Confederate
troops often fought
in uniforms dyed
with the inner bark
of the bufternut tree.
satiny
texture
when sanded. but-

ternut was once f \trtt
favoredror panei
il
ing in carriages.It's
also stable and easily worked, especially by carvers, so the wood was and
still is the classic stock for church
alters and lecturns. Today not widely
available to the woodworking public,
butternut becomes veneer for the
finest architectural installations and
the wood of choice for many professional carvers.lF
Illustration: Jim Stevenson

'AIlny tools
should
hethis
TheAccu-MiteP
is a professional
mitergaugethat
makesberfect
.angleieasily.
Shot-pinaction
assurds
dead-on
accuracvfor
t t

OUr free

TP[ilY

800DutchSquare
Blvd.,Suite200,Columbia,
SC29210

brochure. 1-800-382-2637 / SC S03-798-1600
www. thej dscompany.com
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=q Econ-Abrasives
WE MAKE ABRASIVE BELTS ANY SIZ,E,ANY GRITI
r.

Standard
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ABRASIVEBELTS
Beffiitha

CABINETPAPER

bi-directional splice, speciff grlts.
1X3O $.81 ea 3YC4
$.93 ea
1X42
.81ea 3YC7
.96 ea
1X4d.81 ea 4X21314 1.06 ea
2112X16 .85ea 4YC4 .
1.10 ea
3X18
.86ea 4X36
1.35 ea
.9oea 6X48
3.5Oea
804
$11.74$19.89C 3>Q1
6.24 ea
100 thru 2804 $10.50 $17.58C 3X23314 .93ea 6x89
OTHERSIZES ON REQUEST
NO LOAD PAPERtuhite)

50/pk 100/pk
60D
$17.58 $31.58C
80D
$16.42 $29.26C
100 thru 150C $15.26 $26.95C
FINISHING
PAPER

100thru400A$12.90$22.40C HEAVYDUTYSPRINGCLAMPS
amps come w/PVCtips and grips.
'C' = 100SHEETS
Size
Price

commonangtesprusa prec$e
Web rct rrconnwd ooerati
nEwitlnut
protractorscalefor dre
nw bl& guard,
a ii d:nwi lere.
USPatent#5,038,1t86
everythingin
between!
Optional accwriu:
manualclmF
- ._pneunaticdanry
3/8'x 3/4n miter fuir-
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Velcro@ Vacuum Discs
Hole oattern for Bosch sar

4'
$1.75ea
6',
2.25
8'
3.50
JUMBO ROUTERPAD(24'x36')
Itwill not allowsmallblocksof wood
s. 80
.c6-- i,,Iili*i
'i.!lj,'j' to slip out under routeror sanding
5" 100thru32O .45
'* Aailable in 5 hole paftem * applications. ROUTERPAD
ONLY$8.95ea'Wide Belts'Bolls'FlapWheels
*Pump Sleeves*PSADiscs I TUMBO BELT CI.fuINING STICK
*Router & Wood Bits*WoodGlueI
oNLY $8.80
*MasterOard,
VISA,Discover,Am. Expresr
-SATISFACTION
ECOn_AbfaSiVeS
GUARANTEED!
!!
TCALLFORFREE CATALOG
P. O. Box W1628
--.
-TX add approoriatesalestax
Frisco.TX 75034
--l
-Callforshippingcharges
(972)377-9779
|
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Hawaiianwoodworkers show off island woods

RW Butts, oahu, was awarded top honors in a recent ,,woods of Hawaii" show
for.his 6x9' five'panel screen. lt contains 103 different island-grown woods in
their natural colors and hues.

Say "Hawaii" and most mainlanders
see images of endless white-sand
beaches, roaring surf, ukuleles, and
the hula. But the island state has
quite a forest industry, too; one that
generates annual revenues of nearly
$30 million.
To promote the industry and the
s us t ainable ma n a g e me n t o f th e
state's forests, the Hawaii Forest
Industry Association hotds a juried
furniture and woodworking exhibition every September in Honolulu.
Called "W'oods of Hawaii," it's open
only to Hawaii residents, and all
woods used in entered projects
must be from trees that grow there.
Rules restrict usage of some woods,
s uc h as k oa, to 1 0 p e rc e n t o f a
piece and ban the use of rare and
endangered woods. About 50 of the

A d esk and chai r by Tom C al houn,
Maui,featuresoak, mango,blue gum,
eucalyptus,koa, kamani,and camphor
woods. The set took Best of Show.
state's top woodworkers annually
vie for several thousands of dollars
in cash awards and the associated
prestige of exhibiting.
For more information on the
exhibit or Hawaii's forests, write
Hawaii Forest Industry Assoc., p.O.
Box 10215,Hilo, Ht967Zt.

"Green" wood grows slowly
You probably don't come in daily
contact with certified or "green"
wood. And you most likely couldn't
tell the difference between it and
other wood anryay. Certified wood
doesn't look any different. But the
forests it comes from are different.
A certified forest managed for sustained yield never looks like it's
been logged. It still has big trees,
medium-size trees, and tittle trees
growing for the future, rather than
lots of large stumps. But the certification process required to label
wood and wood products as coming
from environmentally friendly
forests (managed for a continual
supply of trees) happens to be a
lengthy and expensive one. So it's
not surprising that only about four
million acres out of approximately
228 mrllion acres of commercial forest in the United States have so far
been certified.
Yet, certified forest acreage(about
40 million acres worldwide) continues to grow because it's coupled
with the public's increasing concern for the future of forests. And
the demand for products from certified forests grows, too. You'll find
certified architectural hardwood
veneers, hardwood and softwood
plywood, as well as lumber, doors
and millwork, flooring, cabinets,
home and office furniture, and even
musical instruments. "Gfeen" wood
eventually will be showing up at
your local home center, too, so
keep an eye out for it.l

Coming: carving's class act
The world's largest and most prestigious show of wildfowl carving opens
in Ocean City, Maryland, on April 28.
B es ides t hous a n d s o f c a rv i n g s o f
ducks, geese,song birds, shore birds,
falcons, and other wildfowl. the 2000
'Ward
World Championship Wildfowl
Carving Competition features classes,
demonstrations, free seminars, art
auctions, food, music, and more than
100 exhibitors' booths. For the 30th

anniversary of this three-day event,
organizers have added a special
exhibitiion. "A Carving Competition
Retrospective: 30 Years in the
Making" shows the evolution of wildfowl carving.
For more information, contact The
W'ard Museum of Sflildfowl Art, 909
So . S c humaker D r., S al i sbury,MD
21804-8722.Phone 4tO/742-4988, or
e-mail to ward@wardmuseum.org

Photographs: courtesy woods of Hawaii and rhe ward Museum of rI/ildfowl An
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"Open Water" by John T. Sharp won the
Ward World Championship 1999 Best in
World award in Interpretive Wood
Sculpture. Sharp carved his work in
black walnut.
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